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GLOSSARY FOR PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS

The terms used in this catalogue have the meanings ascribed to them here. Please note that all statements in this catalogue as to authorship are made subject to
the provisions in the Conditions of Sale printed in this catalogue.

Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work by the artist.

Attributed to Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work of the period of the artist, probably in whole, or in part a work by the artist.

Studio of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work by an unknown hand in the studio of the artist, possibly executed under the supervision of the artist.
Follower of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work in the style of the artist, of a later date, which is contemporary.

Circle of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work of the period of the artist, closely related to his style.

Manner of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work in the style of the artist, and of a later date.

After Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a copy of a known work of the artist.

The terms signed, dated or inscribed mean that in our opinion, the signature date or inscription are by the hand of the artist.  We also give the
placement of signature on the canvas as follows:

l.l. – lower left u.l. – upper left
l.r. – lower right u.r. – upper right
b.c. – bottom center u.c. – upper center

The terms bears a signature, bears a date or bears an inscription mean that the work has a signature, date or inscription which may have been
added by another hand.  Dimensions are given height before width, unless otherwise stated, and to the nearest 1/4-inch.  Pictures are
framed unless otherwise noted.  An asterisk (*) at the end of the description indicates that the print(s) in the lot has not been examined out
of its mat and/or frame.

While we will do our best to protect the frames, Weschler’s will not be responsible for damage, regardless of cause.

While some defects and damages are mentioned in this catalogue, 
it is the responsibility of the purchaser to note the condition of each piece.

*Color as shown in the catalogue may vary from the actual colors of the pieces as the process of
photography and printing involves many transitions and changes.



Each bid is for a specified lot, and will be executed according to the “Terms and Con di tions of Sale”.

Capital Collections’ absentee bids must be at least 50% of the low estimate.

We schler’s assumes no re spon si bil i ty if it fails to execute such bid(s) or does so negligently. We are not 
responsible for illegible handwriting. A confirmation of bids is sent by email prior to the auction. Any
changes to bids must be submitted in writing by fax or email.

A premium equal to 22%* of the final bid price up to and including $100,000, plus 20% of the final bid
price from $100,001 up to and including $500,000, plus 18% of the final bid price $500,001 and over will
be applied to each lot  sold and is payable by the purchaser as part of the total pur chase price. Applicable
Maryland sales tax will also be added to the final total. *A 1% Buyer’s Premium will be added for
Weschler’s Live Bidding, Invaluable and AuctionZip.

Shipping arrangements are the responsibility of the purchaser. *Please note that all property must be
removed from our premises within one week (7 days) post-sale from a Capital Collections auction. 
If items are not picked up within the terms of sale, Weschler’s reserves the right to charge a $5 per
lot, per day, storage fee, not to exceed one month post-sale; otherwise, items will be removed and
transferred to an off-site storage facility at the purchaser’s expense.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE
The property listed in the catalogue will be offered and sold by Weschler’s Auctioneers and Appraisers, LLC (“Auctioneer”) as agent for the “Con signor” on the following terms and conditions.

1. PRE-SALE
A. Registration. Prospective bidders must 
register prior to the auction. Registration is
available a couple weeks prior to the auction
and during exhibition. Internet bidders may
register through the Weschler’s online bidding
platform, or through the 3rd-party platforms of
Invaluable or AuctionZip. Weschler’s may
adjust the standards of bidding qualifications,
especially for Internet bidders. Weschler’s
reserves the right, at its complete discretion, to
refuse bidding approval, admission to the 
premises, and to reject any bid.
B. Exhibition. You are strongly en cour aged to
attend exhibition and close ly ex am ine all lots of
in ter est to you. If you purchase an item sight
unseen, you accept all responsibility for such 
purchase; without limitation, you accept any
defects, damages, past repairs, irregularities, and
all other physical conditions that could have been
determined by your own inspection. 
The exhibition will be held the Saturday pre ced -
ing the sale from 10am to 12 pm, Monday,
Tuesday and Wednes day from 10am to 4pm, and
Thurs day from 10am to 2pm. 
C. Descriptions and Condition Reports. All
property is sold “As Is” in accordance with
Section 3 and nei ther the Seller (Consignor), 
We schler’s Auctioneers and Appraisers LLC,
nor any of our officers, employees or agents,
make any rep re sen ta tion, warranty or guaran-
tee, nor assume any liability of any kind with
respect to the con di tion of any lot offered for
sale and no statement made at any time, wheth -
er oral or written, shall constitute such a war ran -
ty, guarantee or rep re sen ta tion and are not in -
tend ed to re place first hand inspection by a pro -
spec tive buy er. Prospective buyers may request
more detailed information and/or clarification
re gard ing prop er ty of fered prior to the sale day;
how ev er, the purchaser hereby assumes all risks
concerning and related, including but not limit-
ed to, the grading, quality, description, condi-
tion, authenticity, and provenance of a lot.
Condition of frames on artwork is generally not
described. Working conditions of clocks and
timepieces are not guaranteed. All measure-
ments are approximate. Jewelry descriptions
are only estimates as to carat size, gold content,
number of stones, etc. Upholstered furniture
has not been disinfected.
D. Images. All images are not intended to 
represent the actual color or clarity of the item
being auctioned, they are only used for identifi-
cation purposes. Please note that the photos
may be enlarged to show detail in the online 
catalogue listing.
E. Estimates.We schler’s pub lish es pre-sale 
es ti mates of each lot in the auction. Pre-sale 
estimates stated in our catalogue and online 
listing are intended as a guide for prospective
bidders and should not be con sid ered a pre dic -
tion of the sell ing price. All property can bring
prices above or below stated estimates.

2. DURING THE SALE
A. Acceptance and Rejection of Bids. Unless
otherwise announced by the Auc tion eer at the
time of sale, all bids are per lot as num bered in
the cat a logue. Absentee bids must be greater
than 50% of the low estimate. The Auc tion eer
re serves the right to reject a bid from any bidder.
The high est bid ac knowl edged by the Auc tion -
eer shall be the pur chas er. In the event of any
dispute be tween bidders, the Auctioneer shall
have the sole and final dis cre tion ei ther to de ter -
mine the suc cess ful bid der, or to re-of fer and 
re-sell the ar ti cle in dis pute. If the Auc tion eer
de ter mines that any opening bid is not com men -
su rate with the value of the article offered, they
may reject the bid; and if, having ac knowl edged
an open ing bid he de cides that any ad vance is
not suf fi cient, he may re ject the ad vance.
B. Absentee Bids. Bidders who cannot attend
the auction may submit absentee bids using the
Ab sen tee Bid form or submit online. Ab sen tee
bids may also be sent to We schler’s fax number
(202) 628-2366 or email bids@weschlers.com.
Bids placed by fax must be confirmed by 
telephone or email. Our facilities for telephone
bidding are somewhat limited so it is strongly
rec om mend ed that you make arrangements at
least 24 hours in ad vance.  Please con tact Linda
Niehaus at (202) 628-1281 for spe cif ic in for ma -
tion on ab sen tee bids.
C. Internet Bidding. Internet bidding is offered
as a service to our customers, and prospective
bidders shall not hold us responsible for any
errors or failures in executing bids, nor shall
they hold us responsible for any failure due to
the loss of the auction app supplied to us by
Invaluable’s online bidding software. Internet
bids are bid electronically through Invaluable’s
online bidding software and compete against
live bids on our auction floor, telephone bids,
and absentee bids by bidders who are not par-
ticipating in the internet component of the auc-
tion. Internet bids are announced competitively
by a member of our staff at the time of the live
auction. Weschler’s  may be offered other bids of
the same value as your internet bid. It is at the
auctioneer’s discretion which of these bids they
choose to accept during the auction.
D. Reserves. The “reserve” is a confidential
mini mum price agreed between the con signor
and We schler’s be low which a lot will not be
sold. Lots that have a reserve will not be marked
as such, but the reserves will not be in excess of
the low pre-sale estimates. We schler’s will 
execute all reserves on be half of the con signor
by bidding through the auc tion eer and plac ing
suc ces sive or con sec u tive bids for a lot. The 
auc tion eer may open the bid ding on any lot on
behalf of the consignor up to the reserve
amount. In the event the bidding does not reach

the re serve, the auc tion eer will an nounce
“Passed.”
E. Withdrawal. The Auctioneer reserves the
right to with draw any property at any time
before actual sale.
F. Bidding Increments.
Weschler’s  generally uses the following incre-
mental amounts for all bidding, whether live,
absentee, telephonic or internet:
$100-499                                        $25 increments
$500-999 $50 increments
$1,000-1,999 $100 increments
$2,000-4,999 $200 increments
$5,000-9,999 $500 increments
$10,000-24,999 $1000 increments
$25,000-49,999 $2500 increments
$50,000-99,999 $5000 increments
$100,000 + $10,000 increments

3. LIMITATION OF WARRANTIES
No Warranties. The Auctioneer and the Seller
(Consignor) as sume no risk, lia bil ity or re spon -
si bil ity for the au then tic ity or the au thor ship of
any prop er ty iden ti fied in the catalogue (that is,
the identity of the creator or the period, culture,
source or origin as the case may be, with which
the creation of any property is iden ti fied herein).
All property is sold “As Is” and nei ther the
Auctioneer nor the Seller (Con sign or) makes
any guarantees, warranties or rep re sen ta tions of
any kind or nature with re spect to the property,
and in no event shall be responsible for the cor -
rect ness or any im plied warranty or mer chant -
abil i ty or any im plied warranty of fitness for a
par tic u lar purpose as it relates to de scrip tion,
genu ine ness, attribution, provenance, safety, 
re lia bil ity or condition of the property. If any
implied warranties of mer chanta bil ity or fit ness
for a particular purpose can be construed from
the cata logue, auc tion, or bill of sale, such 
war ran ties are dis claimed by the Auc tion eer and
the Seller (Con sign or). No state ment in the 
catalogue or made at the sale or in the Bill of
Sale or invoice or elsewhere shall be deemed
such a war ran ty, guarantee or rep re sen ta tion or
an ad mis sion of li a bil i ty.
4. GUARANTEE
Notwithstanding the preceding con di tion, if
within 14 days of the date of the sale, on any lot,
the pur chaser must give notice in writing to the
Auc tion eer that the lot sold is a coun ter feit and,
if within 7 days after such notice the purchaser
returns to the Auc tion eer in the same condition
as when sold, and gives writ ten proof from a
recognized im par tial expert which es tab lishes
beyond rea son able doubt that the returned lot is
in fact a coun ter feit and that this was not in di -
cated by a fair reading of the cata logue or the
Auctioneer’s com ments at the time of sale, the
Auc tion eer as agent for the Con sign or will
rescind the sale and refund the purchase price
paid defined as the amount of the successful bid
price, plus buyer’s premium. The guarantee is
made only to the original purchaser of record
(i.e., the registered bidder) and not any subse-
quent owners. The original buyer must have
remained the owner of the lot without disposing



of any interest in it to any third party.
The term counterfeit is defined as a modern
fake or forgery, and made with the intent to
deceive.
5. POST-SALE
A. Purchaser Responsibility.On the fall of the
Auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot
passes to the highest bidder who, thereupon,
will pay the full pur chase price there fore or
such part as the Auc tion eer may require. All
deposits may be ap plied to any or all purchases
made by the pur chaser at this or any previous
sale. All prop er ty shall be re moved by the pur -
chaser at their expense on the day of sale or
within one week (7 days) post-sale, and if not so
re moved, Weschler’s reserves the right to
charge a $5 per lot, per day, storage fee, not to
exceed one month post-sale; otherwise, items
will be sent by the Auc tion eer to an off-site 
storage facility, at the risk and ex pense of the
pur chaser. Any damage to or loss of any item
pur chased which is left with the Auc tion eer
after the day of purchase is the pur chas er’s sole
re spon si bil ity. If the fore go ing con di tions or any
other ap pli cable con di tions herein are not com-
plied with, in ad di tion to oth er remedies avail-
able to the Auc tion eer and the Con signor by
law, including with out limi ta tion the right to
hold the pur chas er liable for the bid price, the
Auctioneer at its op tion, may either (a) cancel
the sale, re tain ing as liqui dated dam ag es all
pay ments made by the pur chaser, or (b) re-sell
the property on 3 days notice to the pur chaser
and for the account and risk of the pur chas er,
either pub lic ly or pri vate ly, and in such event
the pur chas er shall be liable for the pay ment of
any de fi ciency plus all costs, including ware -
hous ing, the expenses of both sales, and the
Auc tion eer’s com mis sion at its regular rates and
all other charges due here un der, and in ci den tal
charg es. No claims shall be al lowed af ter
removal of goods and no article shall be re-sold
for pur chas er at the sale where pur chased.
B. Purchaser Payments. The bidder acknowl-
edges that the invoice describing a lot by 
number incorporates the catalogue and Terms
& Conditions of Sale. Successful bidders are
requested to make total pay ment for purchases 
by cash, wire transfer, PayPal, Visa,
MasterCard, Discover, American Express, 
certified check or cashier’s check.
Credit card and PayPal payments are limited
only to domestic buyers and to a total invoice
amount of $20,000. Credit card payments must
include image of credit card and accompanied
by copy of a driver’s license or other acceptable
photo.
Buyers not known to the Auctioneer and who
are planning to pay with a personal or busi ness
check are required to supply the Auc tion eer
with a bank letter of credit prior to the auction.
If such ar range ments are not made prior to the
auc tion, pur chas es will be held by the 
Auc tion eer until the check has cleared the
bank.

C. Buyer’s Premium. A premium equal to
22%* of the final bid price up to and including
$100,000, plus 20% of the final bid price from
$100,001 up to and including $500,000, plus
18% of the final bid price $500,001 and over
will be applied to each lot  sold and is payable
by the purchaser as part of the total pur chase
price. Maryland Sales Tax is computed on the
total purchase price. The purchaser will be
required to pay the Sales Tax unless: (i) the
property purchased is for resale and a valid
Resale Tax number is presented to Weschler's
business office at the time of payment, and the
sales price is $200 or more; (ii) the sales price of
precious metal bullion or coins is greater than
$1000; or (iii) the property is being shipped to a
buyer located outside the state of Maryland by
an ICC/USDOT licensed shipper/carrier. On
any cash transactions or series of  transactions
exceeding $10,000, Treasury Form Treasury
Form 8300 will be filed. 
*All online bidders will be charged an additional
1% buyer's premium charged by Weschler’s Live
Bidding, Invaluable & AuctionZip.
D. Tax. All purchases will be subject to a 6%
Maryland Sales Tax unless: (i) the property
purchased is for resale and a valid Resale Tax
number is presented to Weschler's business
office at the time of payment, and the sales price
is $200 or more; (ii) the sales price of precious
metal bullion or coins is greater than $1000; or
(iii) the property is being shipped to a buyer
located outside the state of Maryland by an
ICC/USDOT licensed shipper/carrier. 
On any cash transactions or series of transac-
tions exceeding $10,000, Treasury Form 8300
will be filed. 
E. Removal of Property.No lots shall be 
delivered to or collected by the successful
bidder until payment in full of the purchase
price and all applicable taxes and charges. All
purchases must be picked up by the successful
bidder or the successful bidder’s shipper within
one week of the auction. For bidders requiring
lots to be shipped, We schler’s can provide a list
of shippers and customers may arrange for 
services by one of those agents or one of their
own choosing to pack and ship the property. 
We schler’s as sumes no responsibility for the
acts or omis sions of carriers or packers 
wheth er or not they are rec om mended by us.
*Please note that all property must be removed
from our premises within one week (7 days)
post-sale from a Capital Collections auction.
If items are not picked up within the terms of
sale, Weschler’s reserves the right to charge a
$5 per lot, per day, storage fee, not to exceed
one month post-sale; otherwise items will be
removed and transferred to an off-site storage
facility at the purchaser’s risk and expense.

F. Exportation Permits. Certain lots may be
subject to the pro vi sions of the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, the Ma rine Mam mal
Protection Act of 1972, and the Mi gra to ry Bird
Act of 1982. In order to export these items, the
buyer must obtain spe cial li cens es from the De -
part ment of the In te ri or, Unit ed States Fish and
Wildlife Service. Some items may not be
exported, and others may not be resold once pur -
chased. Prospective bid ders who intend to
export or resell such items are solely re spon si -
ble for ob tain ing such licenses and We schler’s
can not, and will not, assure that such licenses
can be obtained. 
6. ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS
A. Governing Law. These Terms and
Conditions of Sale, as well as the respective
rights and obligations of Weschler’s
Auctioneers and Appraisers LLC, the seller,
and any purchasers or bidder at any sale of
Weschler’s, shall be governed by and construed
and enforced in accordance with the laws of the
State of Maryland.
B. Limitation of Liability. In no event shall the
liability of seller or Weschler’s, its officers,
employees and agents, to a successful bidder for
any breach, act, omission, or claim of any
nature, with respect to an item purchased,
exceed the purchase price actually paid by the
successful bidder for the item. In no event shall
the seller or Weschler’s, its officers, employees
and agents, have any liability under any circum-
stances for special, indirect, incidental or 
consequential damages (including for loss of
profits or revenue, costs of obtaining alternative
property, claims of customers of successful 
bidders or otherwise), whether in contract, tort,
negligence, strict liability, or otherwise, arising
out of, resulting from or in any way relating to
the property purchased, or its purchase, sale,
delivery or non-delivery. In no event shall seller
or Weschler’s, its officers, employees and
agents, be liable for any claims related to the
errors, acts, omissions, websites, or technology
of the online bidding software, Weschler’s Live
Bidding, Invaluable or AuctionZip.
C. Legal Fees. In any litigation between
Weschler’s  and any bidders (whether or not the
successful bidder) the prevailing party shall be
awarded full reimbursement of its actual paid
legal fees in connection with the dispute.
D. No Waiver. These Terms and Conditions of
Sale may not be waived by Weschler’s unless
such waiver is in writing and signed by
Weschler’s. A waiver on one occasion shall not
be a waiver on any other or future occasion or
affect Weschler’s right to insist on strict 
performance of all other provisions.

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE



Catalog and Condition Report

After Rembrandt van Rijn
(Dutch, 1606-1669)
The Holy Family with Saint Anne
Oil on panel
Unsigned
10 x 7-1/2 in. (25.4 x 19.1 cm)
$800-1,200
Note:
This is after the original work located in the Louvre, Paris.

Condition:
Under black light: overall with areas of milky-green varnish and scattered areas of 
inpaint; surface with fine craquelure and minor losses; frame abrasion along bottom 
and right edge.

Sale: 1523, Lot 1

Flemish School, 17th Century
Portrait of a Young Woman Wearing a Ruff
Oil on copper
Unsigned
6-1/2 x 5 in (16.5 x 12.7 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky-green varnish and scattered areas of varnish; 
frame abrasion with losses to pigment, especially along bottom and right edges; 
few scattered small areas of loss to pigment, area of cloudiness to surface l.r., likely 
associated with surface dirt.

Sale: 1523, Lot 2

Willem Roelofs
(Dutch, 1822-1897)
Meadow Landscape with Cows Grazing
Oil on panel
Signed Roelofs l.l.
11-1/2 x 17 in (29.2 x 43.2 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 3



Catalog and Condition Report

Attributed to Jakob Matthias Schmutzer
(Austrian, 1733-1811)
Standing Male Nude
Sanguine on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Apparently unsigned
Sight size: 17-1/2 x 11 in (44.5 x 27.9 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 4

Circle of John Singleton Copley
(American, 1737-1815)
Portrait of John Young
Oil on canvas. Unframed.
Unsigned; sitter identified and attributed to Copley on paper label affixed to 
stretcher
30 x 25 in (76.2 x 63.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky-green varnish and scattered areas of 
restoration; relined and restretched (unframed); overall with craquelure; slightly 
skinned; with what appears to be surface mildew, especially u.r. quadrant; with 
scattered surface abrasions.

Sale: 1523, Lot 5

Luca Sacco
(Italian/American, 1858-1912)
The Story Teller
Oil on canvas
Signed L. Sacco l.r.
20 x 30 in (50.8 x 76.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Myra Birnkrant

Sale: 1523, Lot 6
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Frits Thaulow
(Norwegian, 1847-1906)
Landscape with Pond and Cottage
Oil on canvas
Signed Frits Thaulow l.r. and with illegible canvas maker's stamp on verso
28 x 39 in (71.1 x 99.1 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Provenance:
A. Guinchard, Paris
McClees Galleries, Philadelphia

Exhibited:
Carnegie Institute Annual Exhibition, Possibly 10th, 1905

Condition:
Under black light: with heavy, milky-green varnish scattered throughout; not lined 
or re-stretched; overall with some skinning and areas of fine craquelure, especially 
l.l. quadrant; with scattered surface abrasions and area of surface residue center left 
edge which appears to be wax splatter; one arcing surface abrasion u.r. quadrant.

Sale: 1523, Lot 7

Alois Arnegger
(Austrian, 1879-1967)
View of Capri
Oil on canvas
Signed A. Arnegger l.l.
24 x 39-1/2 in (61 x 100.3 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 8

Edouard Jean Baptiste Detaille
(French, 1848-1912)
Military Procession Through Wooded Parkland
Watercolor on paper fan, the mother-of-pearl guard embossed and highlighted with 
gilt, signed Detaille and dated 1872 within a circle at each end of the guard and set 
on burgundy velvet within a giltwood-decorated shadowbox frame.
Overall: 21 x 32 in (53.3 x 81.3 cm)
$2,500-3,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 9
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French School, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
Profile Portrait of a Woman in Forest Landscape
Pastel on paper mounted on canvas
According to an old catalogue entry, the work bears the indistinct monogram initials 
LR
29 x 36 in (73.7 x 91.4 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Provenance:
Weschler's Auctioneers and Appraisers, American and European Paintings, Prints, 
Drawings and Sculpture, May 2, 1992, lot 29
Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, DC
John Wanamaker, Philadelphia

Sale: 1523, Lot 10

André Beronneau
(French, 1896-1973)
Fishing Boats in a Harbor at Dusk
Oil on canvas
Signed André Beronneau l.r.
24 x 29 in (61 x 73.7 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 11

François Gall
(French/Hungarian, 1912-1987)
View of the Beach at Arcachon
Oil on canvas
Signed F. Gall and located Arachon l.r.
20 x 24 in (50.8 x 61 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 12

Constantin Kluge
(French, 1912-2003)
Flower Market, Paris (La Madeleine)
Oil on canvas
Signed C. Kluge l.c.
32 x 32 in (81.3 x 81.3 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 13
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Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration, overall in good condition

François Gall
(French/Hungarian, 1912-1987)
On the Boardwalk at Arcachon and Ostende: Two Works
Each Oil on Masonite
The first, signed F. Gall and located l.l. and the second, signed F. Gall and located 
l.r.
Each: 9 x 11 in (22.9 x 27.9 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 14

Henri (Lachiebe) Lachieze-Rey
(French, 1927-1974)
Portrait de Femme en Violet
Oil on canvas
Signed Lachieze-Rey and dated 62 u.r.; also signed, dated and titled on verso
26 x 18 in (66 x 45.7 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration, and with a few small areas of loss 
to impasto; otherwise in good condition

Sale: 1523, Lot 15

Henri (Lachiebe) Lachieze-Rey
(French, 1927-1974)
Portrait d'Enfant
Oil on Masonite
Signed Lachieze-Rey and dated 63 l.r.; also signed, dated and titled Portrait d'enfant 
debout (?) No. 1 on verso
15-1/2 x 7-1/2 in (39.4 x 19.1 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:

Sale: 1523, Lot 16
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Under black light: with no apparent restoration, and with frame abrasion and minor 
losses to pigment along right edge; otherwise in good condition

Cesar A. Villacres
(Ecuadorian, 1880-1941)
View of Arc de Triomphe, Paris
Oil on canvas
Signed C. A. Villacres l.r.
24 x 60 in (61 x 152.4 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 17

Cesar A. Villacres
(Ecuadorian, 1880-1941)
View of the Panthéon, Paris
Oil on canvas
Signed Villacres l.l.
18 x 22 in (45.7 x 55.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 18

George Mnyalaza Milwa Pemba
(South African, 1912-2001)
Two Xhosa Figures Embracing
Watercolor on paper laid on board; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed MM Pemba and dated '48 u.r.
Sight size: 11-1/2 x 8-1/2 in (29.2 x 21.6 cm)
$4,000-6,000

Condition:
The paper appears to be adhered to board, though not laid down entirely and with 
apparent losses to perimeter; with some minor fading and one tiny nick to surface, 
u.l.

Sale: 1523, Lot 19
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Manuel Neto Chong
(Panamanian, b. 1927)
Pequeña Dama Personaje Rojo
Oil on canvas
Signed Chong Neto and dated 83 l.r.; also signed and titled on verso
20 x 24 in (50.8 x 61 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 20

David Roberts
(Scottish, 1796-1864)
Village in Mountainous Landscape, Possibly Loja, Southern Spain
Oil on panel
Signed David Roberts and dated 1846 l.l.
14-1/2 x 10 in (36.8 x 25.4 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Provenance:
With W.M. Walters, Liverpool paper label on verso

Sale: 1523, Lot 21

Eloise Harriet Stannard
(British, c.1829-1915)
Still Life of Figs and Still Life of Pink Anemones: Two Works
Each oil on canvas
Each signed E. H. Stannard and dated 1892 l.l.
Each: 5-1/2 x 8 in (14 x 20.3 cm)
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 22

Eloise Harriet Stannard
(British, c.1829-1915)
Still Life of Fruit Resting on Marble Ledge
Oil on canvas
Signed E. H. Stannard and dated 1881 l.l.; also with S. T. Townshend, Norwich 
paper label on stretcher and on frame
24 x 20 in (61 x 50.8 cm)
$5,000-7,000

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky green varnish and scattered areas of 

Sale: 1523, Lot 23
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restoration, with frame abrasion and associated losses, with scattered fine 
craquelure, with minor scattered surface abrasions, and with tiny pigment losses

Eloise Harriet Stannard
(British, c. 1829-1915)
Still Life of Strawberries and Cabbage Leaves
Oil on canvas
Signed E.H. Stannard l.l. with Winsor & Newton, London canvas maker's label on 
verso
8-1/2 x 12 in (21.6 x 30.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 24

John Duncan Fergusson
(Scottish, 1874-1961)
Portrait of Female Nude
Black crayon on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Apparently unsigned
Sight size: 11-1/2 x 9 in (29.2 x 22.9 cm)
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 25

Robert Martin Taylor
(British, b. 1946)
Study of an S.E. 5A (for 'High Patrol')
Graphite on paper; apparently in good condition. Together with the book "The Art 
Combat Paintings of Robert Taylor"
Signed Robert Taylor, dated Feb 87 and inscribed S.E. 5A Scouts of S5 Squadron 
leaving the airfield/ at St. Omer, France, June 1918 in graphite lower edge
Sight size: 13 x 22 in (33 x 55.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Provenance:
Virginia Bader Fine Arts, Alexandria, VA, purchased December 16, 1988

Exhibited:
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, Washington, DC, "Horizons: 

Sale: 1523, Lot 26
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Paintings and Drawings by Robert Taylor", April 1988-March 1989.

Attributed to Yuliy Yulevich (Julius) Klever
(Russian, 1850-1924)
Landscape at Dusk with Heron in Foreground
Oil on canvas mounted on board
Inscribed on verso in Cyrillic
11 x 8 in (27.9 x 20.3 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Condition:
With losses to upper left corner

Sale: 1523, Lot 27

Ludomir Slendzinski
(Polish, 1889-1980)
Evening (View of the Benedictine Abbey in Tyniec)
Oil on canvas
Signed Ludomir Slendzinski and dated 64 l.l.; also titled on paper labels affixed to 
stretcher
24 x 32 in (61 x 81.3 cm)
$2,000-4,000

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration. Some yellowing to varnish and with 
minor frame abrasions and losses.

Sale: 1523, Lot 28

Najib Younis
(Iraqi, 1930-2007)
Still Life of Pink and Blue Flowers
Watercolor on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed Najib Younis and dated 1969 l.c.
Sight size: 19 x 15 in (48.3 x 38.1 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 29
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Leonid Berman
(Russian, 1896-1976)
Bangkok
Oil on canvas
Initialed L and dated 58 l.r.; also signed and located Bangkok on verso
11 x 18 in (27.9 x 45.7 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Provenance:
Received as a wedding present from Kirk Askew and Constance Atwood, New 
York, 1958

Sale: 1523, Lot 30

Itzchak Tarkay
(Israeli, 1935-2012)
Three Women in a Cafe
Acrylic on canvas
Signed Tarkay l.r.
40 x 40 in (101.6 x 101.6 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Property from the Estate of Myra Birnkrant

Sale: 1523, Lot 31

Saul Raskin
(American, 1878-1966)
Jewish Settlers in Palestine
Watercolor and graphite on paper; with mild toning. Framed.*
Signed Saul Raskin and dated 1940 l.r.
Sight size: 14 x 18 in (35.6 x 45.7 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 32

Jongwang Lee
(Korean, b.1960)
Untitled (Abstract with Birds)
Mixed media on canvas
Signed indistinctly l.l.
28 x 36 in (71.1 x 91.4 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 33
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Miriam Cabessa
(Moroccan, b. 1966)
Untitled
Oil on canvas
Inscribed Miriam Cabessa twice and dated 2016 on verso
54 x 54 in (137.2 x 137.2 cm)
$1,200-1,800

Sale: 1523, Lot 34

Jongwang Lee
(Korean, b. 1960)
Lincoln, 1862
Resin and mixed media on canvas mounted on board
Apparently unsigned
24 x 18 in (61 x 45.7 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 35

Miriam Cabessa
(Moroccan, b. 1966)
Untitled
Oil on canvas
Signed Miriam Cabessa and dated 2017 on verso
36 x 24 in (91.4 x 61 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 36

Jongwang Lee
(Korean, b.1960)
Untitled
Resin and mixed media on canvas mounted on board
Apparently unsigned
40 x 32 in (101.6 x 81.3 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 37
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Miriam Cabessa
(Moroccan, b. 1966)
Untitled
Oil on canvas
Signed Miriam Cabessa and dated 2017 on verso
24 x 36 in (61 x 91.4 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 38

Jongwang Lee
(Korean, b. 1960)
Untitled
Resin and mixed media on canvas mounted on board
Apparently unsigned
37-1/2 x 28-1/4 in (95.3 x 71.8 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 39

Jongwang Lee
(Korean, b.1960)
Evolution
Resin and mixed media on board
Signed, titled and dated 2006 on verso
21-1/2 x 31 in (54.6 x 78.7 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 40

Om Prakesh Sharma
(Indian, b. 1932)
The Positive Shadow
Oil on canvas
Signed Om Prakesh and dated 1974 l.l., also titled on the tacking edge on verso
32 x 32 in (81.3 x 81.3 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration, with scattered losses to pigment 
especially concentrated at the top and along the left edge, with some cloudiness to 
black paint, and with scattered minor surface abrasions

Sale: 1523, Lot 41
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Mohan Sharma
(Indian, b. 1935)
Untitled (Abstract Landscape)
Oil on canvas
Signed in Sanskrit and dated 74 l.r.
40 x 30 in (101.6 x 76.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration, with minor surface abrasions along 
left edge and l.r., and with impression of a nail head visible u.r. corner

Sale: 1523, Lot 42

Biren De
(Indian, 1926-2011)
September 73
Oil on canvas
Signed Biren De and dated '73 l.l.; also titled "September '73 (a)" and signed on 
verso
42 x 40 in (106.7 x 101.6 cm)
$15,000-25,000

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration, with scattered minor surface 
abrasions, with minor frame abrasion along bottom edge, and with mottling to 
black paint

Sale: 1523, Lot 43

Nareen Nath
(Indian, b.1937)
Untitled
Oil on canvas
Signed in Sanskrit and dated 73 on verso
40 x 34 in (101.6 x 86.4 cm)
$4,000-6,000

Condition:
Under black light: with area of apparent varnish drips in u.l. quadrant, with a few 
areas of minor surface abrasions, and with nail head impression l.l. corner

Sale: 1523, Lot 44
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Jagdish Swaminathan
(Indian, 1928-1994)
Untitled (Mountain and Bird Series)
Oil on canvas
Signed J. Swaminathan and dated '74 on verso; also inscribed in Sanskrit
32 x 44 in (81.3 x 111.8 cm)
$50,000-100,000

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration, with scattered areas of discoloration 
in lower white band, with an area of abrasion to surface along right edge, and with 
scattered very minor surface abrasions; overall in good condition

Sale: 1523, Lot 45

Piraji C. Sagara
(Indian, 1931-2014)
Untitled (Bowfishing), 1971
Mixed media composition on painted carved wood panel
Signed and dated u.l.; various notations to verso
Frame: 21-1/2 x 26-1/4 in (54.6 x 66.7 cm); Panel: 20-5/8 x 25-3/8 in (52.4 x 64.5 
cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
A few repaired, stabilized likely partly inherent stress cracks, fractures across 
middle and upper quadrants; a few scattered deteriorated losses to textured central 
and outer ground,

Sale: 1523, Lot 45A

Sakti Burman
(Indian, b. 1935)
Figures with Elephants and The Circus: Two Works
Each a mixed media on paper; each apparently in good condition. Each framed.*
Each signed Sakti Burman
Sight size: 19 x 25 in (48.3 x 63.5 cm)
$1,500-2,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 46
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Sakti Burman
(Indian, b. 1935)
Figures Gathered Around a Tree and Figures in a Wooded Landscape: Two Works
Each a mixed media on paper; each apparently in good condition. Each framed.*
Each signed Sakti Burman and dated 66
Sight size: 19 x 25 in (48.3 x 63.5 cm)
$1,500-2,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 47

William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Daphne
Oil on canvas. Unframed.
Signed Loring faintly l.l. and inscribed with title on paper label affixed to stretcher
30 x 25 in (76.2 x 63.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1523, Lot 48

Hugh Bolton Jones
(American, 1848-1927)
Haymaking
Oil on canvas
Signed H. Bolton Jones and dated 1876 l.l.
20 x 36 in (50.8 x 91.4 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Under black light: with scattered restoration and with older, milky-green varnish 
visible in landscape; relined, restretched and waxed; overall with craquelure

Sale: 1523, Lot 49

Camelia Whitehurst
(American, 1871-1936)
Portrait of a Blond-Haired Boy
Oil on canvas
Signed Camelia Whitehurst u.r.
30 x 25 in (76.2 x 63.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 50
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William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Gladys Annette Stone with Baby in Cradle
Oil on canvas
Signed Loring u.r.; also with unfinished sketch (possibly a self-portrait) on verso
30 x 25 in (76.2 x 63.5 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; canvas somewhat slack on 
stretcher; minor frame abrasion

Note:
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Art label on frame which appears to be for another 
painting by the artist.

Sale: 1523, Lot 51

Michael Lenson
(American, 1903-1971)
Haymaking Beside Farm Silos
Oil on canvas
Signed M. Lenson l.r.
24 x 30 in (61 x 76.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1523, Lot 52

William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Gladys Annette Loring at Pendleton House, Rhode Island School of Design
Oil on canvas. Unframed.
Unsigned; with titled on paper label affixed to stretcher
30 x 24 in (76.2 x 61 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; painting is stretched so that some of 
painting appears on tacking edge, with some scattered frame and surface abrasions, 
painting does not appear to be professionally stretched.

Sale: 1523, Lot 53
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Max Bohm
(American, 1868-1923)
Bidding Farewell
Oil on canvas
Signed Max Bohm l.r.
25-1/2 x 32 in (64.8 x 81.3 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Note:
Inscribed Mrs. J. McHayes (?) on a paper label affixed to verso

Exhibited:
With Museum of Fine Arts, Boston paper label on verso

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky-green varnish and scattered restoration; 
relined and waxed; overall with craquelure; frame abrasion with associated, 
restored losses

Sale: 1523, Lot 54

Anne Packard
(American, b. 1933)
Still Life of Pink Flowers
Oil on canvas
Signed A. Packard l.r.
18 x 14 in (45.7 x 35.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 55

William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Mother and Child (Katherine Loring Bathing William C. Loring)
Oil on canvas
Signed Loring l.l.; also inscribed For Brown and Bigelow Art Competition/Mother 
and Child/Painted by /William C. Loring/ Return Address/ Wayland- Mass on 
paper label affixed to verso
30 x 25 in (76.2 x 63.5 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; with a few spots of brown residue 
on surface u.l., painting is loosely stretched; otherwise in good condition

Sale: 1523, Lot 56
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Blanche Letcher
(American, 1872-1938)
Chinese Children in San Francisco: Five Works
Each a watercolor on paper mounted on paper board; each apparently in good 
condition. Each framed.*
Three works signed Blanche Letcher in red and the fourth signed faintly in pencil 
and located S.F. u.r., one apparently unsigned
Sight size of largest: 16 x 10 in (40.6 x 25.4 cm); Sight size of smallest: 9 x 5-1/2 in 
(22.9 x 14 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
For child holding bowl: with minor fading and toning, and with a few scattered 
surface abrasions
For child with lanterns: glue is drying out and paper is lifting
For child standing with hands clasped: overall with some toning, with frame 
abrasion along top edge, and with creased corner l.l.
For child with guitar: overall with some mild toning
For child with tea bowls and garden seat: overall with some mild toning
All otherwise in good condition.

Sale: 1523, Lot 57

Johann Berthelsen
(American, 1883-1972)
View of New York in the Snow
Oil on canvas
Signed Johann Berthelsen l.r.
16 x 20 in (40.6 x 50.8 cm)
$3,000-5,000

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration but with tiny spots of mildew visible 
throughout; work has not been relined or restretched, with mildew residue visible 
on surface, and with a few minor areas of craquelure especially l.r. with some 
associated pigment losses

Sale: 1523, Lot 58

Johann Berthelsen
(American, 1883-1972)
Washington Square Looking Up Fifth Avenue
Oil on canvas
Signed Johann Berthelsen l.r.
16 x 20 in (40.6 x 50.8 cm)
$3,000-5,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 59
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Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration but with tiny spots of mildew visible 
throughout; the work is not relined or restretched, with scattered spots of mildew 
visible on surface, with one notable area l.c., as well as splashes of brownish 
residue, and with a few small areas of craquelure along lower edge

William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Helen Loring Wearing a Stole
Oil on canvas. Unframed.
Unsigned
32 x 20 in (81.3 x 50.8 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1523, Lot 60

William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Portrait of Daniel Graham
Oil on canvas
Signed Loring l.r.
40 x 30 in (101.6 x 76.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1523, Lot 61

Phillip Little
(American, 1857-1942)
Lumber Pier, Rhode Island
Oil on canvas
Apparently unsigned
23 x 27 in (58.4 x 68.6 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Under black light: with a few minor spots of what appears to be restoration; canvas 
appears to have slight tear and pushing over lip of the frame l.r., painting does not 
appear to have been professionally stretched; otherwise in good condition.

Sale: 1523, Lot 62
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Charles Birchfield
(American, 1893-1967)
Barn and Road
Graphite on paper; with mild toning. Framed.*
With C. E. Birchfield Foundation stamp and numbered 18 in graphite l.r.
Sight size: 12-3/4 x 15-3/4 in (32.4 x 40 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Provenance:
Kennedy Galleries, Inc., New York, stock number: CEBF#112

Sale: 1523, Lot 63

Violet Oakley
(American, 1864-1971)
Mrs. Oakley in the Red Rose Garden
Pastel on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed with handstamp Violet Oakley l.l.
Sight size: 17 x 11 in. (43.1 x 27.9 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Provenance:
Chapellier Galleries, Inc., New York

Sale: 1523, Lot 63A

William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
William C. Loring, Jr. at Age Four, Seated on Ottoman
Oil on canvas mounted on panel
Signed Loring and dated '18 l.r.
50 x 25 in (127 x 63.5 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1523, Lot 64

Burr Halliday Nicholls
(American, 1848-1915)
Views of Venice: Two Works
The first, oil on board; the second, oil on canvas
Each signed Burr H. Nicholls l.r.
Each: 17 x 13 in (43.2 x 33 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1523, Lot 65
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William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Double Portrait of Stephan-Doushan and Stephan-Lazar
Oil on canvas mounted on Masonite
Unsigned; inscribed Stephan-Doushan and Stephan-Lazar, sons of Prince and 
Princess Lazarovich-Hrebelianovich of Serbia, painted in London, Spring 1904, by 
William C. Loring on paper label affixed
32 x 20 in (81.3 x 50.8 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Under black light: with scattered restoration; back of work is lined with canvas and 
waxed.

Sale: 1523, Lot 66

Walter Stuempfig
(American, 1914-1970)
An Unexpected Encounter
Oil on canvas
Signed Stuempfig indistinctly l.r.
20 x 24 in (50.8 x 61 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 67

William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Young Girl Holding Pekingese, Monhegan Island
Oil on canvas mounted on panel
Unsigned
30 x 25 in (76.2 x 63.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1523, Lot 68
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Rudolf Schmid
(American, b. 1896)
Industry
Oil on board
Signed Rud. V. Schmid and dated 1929 l.r. and inscribed Ingstrup Buhrke Inc. l.l.
41 x 44 in (104.1 x 111.8 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Note:
Ingstrup Buhrke was a design, decorating, painting and wallpaper company that 
opened in 1922 in Chicago.

Property from the Estate of Mahlon Bibb Dewey

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; some yellowing to varnish; minor 
frame abrasion; few apparent pinholes which appear to be original to process; some 
mottling to varnish l.r.

Sale: 1523, Lot 69

Howard Chandler Christy
(American, 1873-1952)
Reclining Nude
Oil on canvas
Signed Howard Chandler Christy and dated 1939 l.l.; and with paper label on verso 
inscribed Bought from/ Mrs. Howard Chandler Christy/ (Nancy Palmer Christy)/ *
*March 1959 for $850/ To***, 16 April 1959
20 x 17 in (50.8 x 43.2 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration. The work is not lined and is loosely 
stretched on canvas. Overall with yellowing of varnish, two small punctures to 
surface on left arm of model and with frame abrasion, especially along left edge.

Sale: 1523, Lot 70

Guy Pène Du Bois
(American, 1884-1958)
Woman in Green
Oil on canvas
Signed Guy Pène Du Bois l.l.
30 x 24 in (76.2 x 61 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from a Washington, DC Collection

Sale: 1523, Lot 71
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Condition:
Under black light: with scattered restoration, especially around perimeter; relined, 
restretched and waxed; overall with craquleure.

Richard Boyer
(American, b. 1958)
Upper Canyon Road
Oil on canvas
Signed Boyer and dated 94 l.r.
30 x 48 in (76.2 x 121.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 72

Frederick McDuff
(American, 1931-2011)
Day at the Beach
Oil on canvas
Signed McDuff l.r.
20-1/2 x 28 in (52.1 x 71.1 cm)
$4,000-6,000

Condition:
Under black light: with no restoration. In excellent condition.

Sale: 1523, Lot 73

Frederick McDuff
(American, 1931-2011)
Figures in a Garden
Oil on canvas
Signed McDuff l.l.
13 x 17 in (33 x 43.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 74
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Claire Klarewicz-Okser
(American, b. 1955)
Elaboration of a Summer Afternoon
Oil on linen
Signed Claire Klarewicz-Okser and dated '97 l.r.; also signed, titled and dated on 
verso
40 x 48 in (101.6 x 121.9 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 75

Jimmy Lee Sudduth
(American, 1910-2007)
Ghost Train
Oil on panel
Signed Jim Sudduth l.c.
48 x 23-3/4 in (121.9 x 60.3 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Under black light: with no restoration. With some minor surface abrasions and 
imperfections to board (original to the work); scattered tiny areas of brown-ish 
residue on surface with appearance of varnish (see photos)

Sale: 1523, Lot 76

Jimmy Lee Sudduth
(American, 1910-2007)
Lady Liberty
Oil on panel
Signed Jim Sudduth on figure's shirt
13 x 59 in (33 x 149.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 77

Clementine Reuben Hunter
(American, 1886-1988)
Pecan Picking
Oil on board. Unframed.
Signed with artist's monogram l.r.
Overall: 15 3/4 x 24 in (40 x 61 cm)
$3,000-5,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 78
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Property from the Estate of Jill Gerstenfield

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; with some wear increasing to 
corners and edges as a result of the work being unframed, with surface abrasions 
and losses especially l.r. quadrant, with some surface dirt, with some degradation of 
the black pigment, and with scattered minor losses to pigment

John Dreyfuss
(American, b. 1949)
David Lyre
Bronze sculpture with mottled green and brown patina on rectangular base, 1994
Signed with artist's monogram JLD, inscribed Tallix, dated 1994 and numbered 
8/12 on neck of sculpture
Height: 78 in (198.1 cm); Width: 24 in (61 cm); Depth: 18 in (45.7 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Property from a Maryland Corporate Collection

Sale: 1523, Lot 79

Michael Goldberg
(American, 1924-2007)
Nude Figure
Signed Goldberg and dated 65 l.c. and inscribed Harold- / Mike l.r.
Oilstick on paper. Unframed.
Sheet size: 24 x 18 in (61 x 45.7 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 80

Paul Reed
(American, 1919-2015)
ASAM
Oil on unprimed canvas
Signed Paul Reed, titled ASAM and dated Aug 15 '01
20 x 27 in (50.8 x 68.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Overall in good condition.

Sale: 1523, Lot 81
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Dennis John Ashbaugh
(American, b. 1946)
Agrippa 5
Mixed media on rag paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed with monogram signature and dated 1992 l.r.
Overall: 28-1/2 x 30-1/4 in (72.4 x 76.8 cm)
$800-1,200
Provenance:
The Ralls Collection, Washington, DC

Sale: 1523, Lot 82

Thomas Hart Benton
(American, 1889-1975)
Edge of Town (Fath 22)
Lithograph, 1938, signed Benton in graphite l.r.; overall with mild toning. Framed.*
Sight size: 229 x 273 mm (9 x 10-3/4 in)
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 83

Gene Davis
(American, 1920-1985)
Untitled (Smithsonian 1980): Two Works
Each a screenprint in colors, each signed Gene Davis in graphite l.r. and the first 
numbered 185/200; each apparently in good condition. The first, framed; the 
second, unframed.
Sight size of first: 914 x 838 mm (36 x 33 in); Sheet size of second: 756 x 660 mm 
(29-3/4 x 26 in)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Mahlon Bibb Dewey

Condition:
Please note: the first work was not removed from frame for examination due to the 
way the work is framed, overall with not apparent condition issues noted; the 
unframed work with a crease to corner u.r., crease to margin u.c. and with handling 
creasing l.l.

Sale: 1523, Lot 84
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Charles Fazzino
(American, b. 1955)
Rock Vegas (Flintstones)
3-D serigraph, signed Fazzino in graphite l.r., numbered Dx 45/200 in graphite l.l. 
and signed by Bill Hanna and Joe Barbera in graphite l.c.; apparently in good 
condition. Framed.*
Overall: 965 x 673 mm (38 x 26-1/2 in)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 85

William Holman Hunt
(British, 1827-1910)
The Father's Leave-Taking
Etching, 1879, signed W. Holman Hunt and inscribed 'With Best New Years 
Wishes/ to Mr and Mrs Knight 1899' in graphite l.l.
Sight size: 279 x 368 mm (11 x 14-1/2 in)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 86

John Marin
(American, 1870-1953)
Ponte Paradiso, Venice (Zigrosser 55)
Etching and drypoint on Japan paper, 1907, from an edition of about 25 prints; 
apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed John Marin in graphite l.r. and titled and located in plate
Plate size: 180 x 129 mm (7-1/16 x 5-1/16 in)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of Charlotte T. Child

Provenance:
Toni Landau Graphic Art, New York

Sale: 1523, Lot 87

Attributed to Edward Pember and James Luzarder
(American, Circa 1800)
G. Washington in His Last Illness and Lived Respect'ed and Fear'd: Two Works
Each a hand-colored etching and stipple engraving, the second after Gilbert Stuart; 
each overall with some toning and foxing. Each framed.*
Each a memorial print, the first depicting George Washington on his death bed and 
the second depicting two women as 'Columbia', representing America, and 

Sale: 1523, Lot 88
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'Justice', both mourning at Washington's grave.
Sight size of each: 305 x 248 mm (12 x 9-3/4 in)
$2,000-3,000

James Rizzi
(American, 1950-2011)
Meat Me at the Club
3-D serigraph, signed Rizzi in graphite l.l., titled in graphite l.c., numbered 18/150, 
dated 1986 in graphite l.r. and signed James Rizzi in graphite l.c.; apparently in 
good condition. Framed.*
Sight size: 559 x 343 mm (22 x 13-1/2 in)
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 89

James Rizzi
(American, 1950-2011)
To Be a Kid Again
3-D serigraph, signed Rizzi in graphite l.l., titled in graphite l.c., numbered 75/250 
and dated 88 in graphite l.r.; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Sight size: 267 x 248 mm (10-1/2 x 9-3/4 in)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 90

Heriz Rug
Post 1950
13 ft 9 in x 9 ft 6 in (419 x 290 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of Thomas E. Lovejoy

Sale: 1523, Lot 91
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Sarouk Rug
Circa 1930
6 ft 9 in x 5 ft 2 in (206 x 158 cm)
$500-700
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1523, Lot 92

Heriz Rug
Post 1950
11 ft 4 in x 8 ft 7 in (345 x 262 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Uneven wear throughout

Sale: 1523, Lot 93

Keshan Silk Rug
Post 1950
Red ground with light scroll work and green foliage around a black central 
medallion.
12 ft x 9 ft 2 in (366 x 279 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
A few isolated areas of minor soiling; light wear

Sale: 1523, Lot 94

Ferreghan Sarouk Rug
Second Quarter 20th Century
7 ft x 4 ft 7 in (213 x 140 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Light uneven wear

Sale: 1523, Lot 95
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Heriz Rug
Second Quarter 20th Century
12 ft 5 in x 9 ft 5 in (379 x 287 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
Uneven wear throughout, particularly concentrated to outer border and additional 
deterioration to bordering weft

Sale: 1523, Lot 96

Oushak Rug
Post 1950
22 ft 4 in x 8 ft 9 in (681 x 267 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
Uneven wear with a few areas of minor deteriorated piling; accumulated dirt and 
dust

Sale: 1523, Lot 97

Heriz Rug
Post 1950
14 ft 3 in x 10 ft 2 in (434 x 310 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Various instances of stitched repairs

Sale: 1523, Lot 98

Serapi Rug
Second Quarter 20th Century
12 ft 5 in x 9 ft 2 in (379 x 279 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
A few isolated spots of deteriorated piling; uneven wear and fading throughout

Sale: 1523, Lot 99
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Berlin Porcelain Mythological Plaque of 'The Kiss of the Siren'
KPM, Early 20th Century
After the painting by Gustav Wertheimer (Austrian 1847-1904). Illegibly signed 
(possibly Fenn.) in glaze near l.r.; verso with an impressed scepter, above K.P.M. 
above an H, above an artisan mark, rotated along u.r. corner, altogether to the right 
of the numbers 255 195 above an artisan mark. Center of verso with later ink 
notations and inverted shield mark.
Plaque: 7-1/2 x 10-1/8 in (19.1 x 25.7 cm); Frame: 18 x 19-7/8 in (45.7 x 50.5 cm)
$700-900
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Condition:
Minor contact wear with frame along outer border and edges with a ~3/8" scoring 
line with surface glaze loss along m.r., and minor deteriorated glaze loss near u.l. 
corner; minor wear with reduction to details in relief; tape residue to verso; 
scattered instances of residue accretion; a few minor inherent surface 
imperfections, blemishes

Sale: 1523, Lot 100

Two Berlin Porcelain Portrait Plaques of 'Wotan's Farewell to Brunhilde' and a 
'Gypsy'
KPM, Early 20th Century
The former after the painting by Konrad Dielitz (German 1845-1933); the latter 
after the painting by Angelo Asti (Italian 1847-1903). Verso of the former having 
an impressed scepter, above K.P.M., above a W, left to the numbers 815 255, 
above an artisan mark, altogether oriented along the u.l. corner; verso of the latter 
having an impressed scepter, above K.P.M., above a 5, altogether oriented near l.c., 
with a rotated 3 to the right, and an artisan mark to the left.
Plaque of former: 12-1/2 x 10-1/8 in (31.7 x 25.7 cm); Frame: 16-3/4 x 13-5/8 in 
(42.5 x 34.6 cm); Plaque of latter: 10-3/4 x 8-3/4 in (27.3 x 22.2 cm); Frame: 15-
7/8 x 14-1/8 in (40.3 x 35.8 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Condition:
The former having a scratch near u.r. corner, minor wear throughout with reduction 
to details in relief, previous contact wear with frame visible along outer border and 
edges of verso, and minor residue accretion; the latter with a few minor abrasions 
and surface scratches with light associated surface deterioration

Sale: 1523, Lot 101
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Pirkenhammer Porcelain Mythological Plaque Depicting 'Hero Finding Leander'
J. Pfohl after Ferdinand Keller (German 1842-1922), Late 19th Century
Signed J. Pfohl in glaze of image on eddy near l.r.; verso having an impressed CF 
near center; verso stamped with Germany in red ink; pencil notations of title, 
source, and artist in u.r. of verso; with other scattered marks notations.
Plaque: 17-5/8 x 13-7/8 in (44.8 x 35.2 cm); Frame: 25-3/4 x 22-3/8 in (65.4 x 56.8 
cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Condition:
Minor repaired, filled chip with artificial patination near u.r. corner; contact wear 
along frame, halo with minor surface deterioration along outer border and edges; 
minor wear overall with slight reduction to details in relief; minor residue accretion 
throughout; a few scattered minor inherent surface imperfections

Sale: 1523, Lot 102

After Bruno Zach
(Austrian, 1891-1945)
Untitled (Dancer)
Bronze on Mottled Rouge Marble Plinth
The full-length sculpture with dark brown-to-black patina of a woman in ruffled 
leotard, exposing left breast, demonstrating pointe technique with left arm fully 
extended and right arm bent at elbow, supporting the head, bent at the neck; 
altogether on a sparsely terrained base. Top of back of base engraved ZACH.
Height overall: 19 in (48.2 cm), Height of bronze: 14-1/2 in (36.8 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
A few scattered surface abrasions and general scratching along legs, particularly 
back; an instance of white contact, foreign material staining below left shoulder 
blade; minor handling wear with reduction in patina throughout, particularly to 
protruding points; loose mount to plinth; scattered chipped losses to edges of 
plinth, particularly lower

Sale: 1523, Lot 103

Destrier De Bleizer
(Belgian, Late 19th-Early 20th Century)
Untitled (Dueling Cavalier)
Bronze on an Ebonized Composite Plinth
The full-length dark olive-to-black patinated sculpture of a bearded gentleman in 
Renaissance dress balanced in contrapposto with right arm reaching over chest to 
partially drawn sword with gloved index finger over ricasso and right hand 

Sale: 1523, Lot 104
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suspending drape of cape; cast constructed with head and arm segments mounted to 
torso. Top of terrained base with signature in script.
Height overall: 19-1/2 in (49.5 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Extensive wear with reduction in patination throughout, particularly to details in 
relief; loosened mounts of arm and head segments and torso to plinth; minor 
abrasions with contact staining to outer edges of cowl of cape; extensive 
accumulated dirt, debris, and residue throughout

After Etienne-Henri Dumaige
(French, 1830-1888)
Untitled Figural Group (Hermes Delivering Pandora to Epimetheus)
The full-length patinated metal sculpture depicting a levitating draped partially nude 
male with winged helmet and sandals, elevating a female figure in Neoclassical 
dress and tiara with a box supported by her left hand, over his left shoulder; 
altogether over a terrain relief base. Side of base with Dumaige in script, back of 
base with a stamped 760.
Height: 34 in (86.3 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Various minor indentations and surface abrasions with associated deterioration of 
patina; scattered instances of foreign material accretion with minor oxidative 
encrustation to recesses; various minor surface imperfections, blemishes, cavities, 
fissures, scaling, particularly near recesses

Sale: 1523, Lot 105

Napoleon III Ormolu and Patinated Bronze Mantel Clock by Vincenti & Cie
Movement by Pickard and Punant, Paris, Third Quarter 19th Century
The molded foil dial with central rosette and blued steel hands with parcel gilt 
Roman numeral and blue enameled medallion chapter ring; the two-train 
movement striking a bell on the half-hour; the sarcophagal case with vestigial 
voluted scroll handles set on a Greek-key molded plinth with quadruped fanned 
feet in each corner mounted with a Bacchic masque bracket and central voluted fan 
apron; altogether supporting an ogee to lamb's tongue molded platform surmounted 
by a grand-tour model 'Warwick' (Albani) vase. Verso of movement case with 
maker stamp Ch[arles] Pickard & Ad[olph] Punant / 2882 / Paris and foundry mark 
Medaille D'argent Vincenti & Cie / 1855 with other scattered notations and stamps 
throughout movement and clock case.
Height: 17-7/8 in (45.4 cm); Width: 13-1/8 in (33.3 cm); Depth: 10-1/8 in (25.7 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 106
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Condition:
Lacking functional components integral to hammer and pendulum mount with 
likely a later pendulum; a few various scattered minor surface abrasions and lesser 
scratches with associated deterioration in gilding, particularly to interior of vase; a 
few minor instances of early verdigris with residue accretion isolated to recesses; a 
few minor fleabite indentations along outer edges

Charles X Brass Inlaid Mahogany Double-Door Table Cabinet and a Diminutive 
Regency Mahogany Tripod Tea Table
Early 19th Century
Cabinet height: 18 in (45.7 cm); Width: 14 in (35.5 cm); Depth: 11 in (27.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Chipped losses to gessoed feet of cabinet

Sale: 1523, Lot 107

Charles II-James II Oak Coffer
Last Quarter 17th Century
The hinged top opening to view a divided well.
Height: 30-3/4 in (78.1 cm); Width: 51 in (129.5 cm); Depth: 19-1/2 in (49.5 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Signs of possible repair to top

Sale: 1523, Lot 108

Anglo-Dutch Walnut Serpentine Commode
Last Quarter 18th Century
Height: 32 in (81.2 cm); Width: 33-3/4 in (85.7 cm); Depth: 19-1/4 in (48.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Brasses are replaced; repair to crack of top; feet are replaced

Sale: 1523, Lot 109
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George III Mahogany Tip-Piecrust-Top Tripod Tea Table
Last Half 18th Century
Height: 28 in (71.1 cm); Greatest diameter: 30 in (76.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Top with repairs and some losses to molded edge; repair to the block

Sale: 1523, Lot 110

George III Mahogany Balloon-Hinge-Top Silver Table
Mid-18th Century
Height when closed: 28-3/4 in (73 cm); Width: 29-1/2 in (74.9 cm); Depth: 15-1/4 
in (38.7 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Bottom portion of top with patch-repair and losses to both front pad-feet; repair to 
corner of top; brasses replaced

Sale: 1523, Lot 111

George III Walnut and Mahogany Tilt-Top Tripod Tea Table
Composed of Late 18th and Early 19th Century Elements
Height: 28 in (71.1 cm); Greatest diameter: 36 in (91.4 cm)
$700-900
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Mahogany top of a later period with associated restoration to cleats and mounting 
block; repaired break at post near leg joint and fracture of one foot; scattered 
instances of staining and associated finish loss; lacking a few screw mounts to 
cleats

Sale: 1523, Lot 112
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Set of Six Regency Mahogany Side Chairs
Early 19th Century
Each with rose corduroy upholstered seats.

$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Some with repairs to backrest and legs

Sale: 1523, Lot 113

Pair of Regency Mahogany Armchairs
Early 19th Century
With rose upholstery.

$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
One with small loss to stile molding

Sale: 1523, Lot 114

American Watercolor and Ink on Paper Taufscheine Fraktur for Siden Beiden
Probably Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, Dated May 25th, 1786
Extensive black-letter-type script notation in black and red, below a meetinghouse, 
flanked by two flowering urns with scrolling flowers and vine-work tracery in reds, 
black, and neutral greens, crested with roses and Moravian-Star-form flowers.
Sight size: 11-3/4 x 15-5/8 in (29.9 x 39.7 cm); Frame: 19-7/8 x 24-1/4 in (50.5 x 
61.6 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Unexamined outside of frame: vertical fold marks across and along center; water 
staining with surface deterioration near l.r., with a partial tear; other scattered 
instances of wrinkling, creases; wear and loss to surface pigmentation, particularly 
to leaves; toning and scattered instances of soiling throughout

Sale: 1523, Lot 115
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Wallace Nutting Pilgrim Century Style Partially Ebonized Oak Blanket Chest of 
Drawers
First Half 20th Century
The wrought-iron hinged top opening to view a well, over two long drawers, each 
having two knobs; altogether elevated by four continuous posts in each corner. Left 
interior side of both drawers with branded Wallace / Nutting mark.
Height: 46 in (116.8 cm); Width: 48-1/4 in (122.5 cm); Depth: 21-1/8 in (53.6 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
A few scattered instances of minor wear and deterioration to outer protruding edges 
and corners; staining to top; a few scattered instances of minor mildew

Sale: 1523, Lot 116

Pilgrim Century Style Turned Walnut 'Brewster' Armchair
Attributed to Wallace Nutting, First Half 20th Century
Turned posts with partial ebonization and braided rush seat. Apparently unsigned.
Height overall: 46-1/2 in (118.1 cm); Height of seat: 18-1/2 in (47 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Scattered instances of minor mildew to underside and near recesses of leg joints

Sale: 1523, Lot 117

Queen Anne Cherry Flat-Top Highboy
Massachusetts or Connecticut, Circa 1740-60
In two parts. Brasses appear to be original.
Height: 68-1/2 in (173.9 cm); Width: 39 in (99 cm); Depth: 21 in (53.3 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Some losses to thumbnail molding to drawers, and two patches to top lower drawer

Sale: 1523, Lot 118
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Queen Anne Walnut Lowboy
Rhode Island, Circa 1740-1760
Brasses appear to be original.
Height: 29-1/2 in (74.9 cm); Width: 34 in (86.3 cm); Depth: 21-1/4 in (53.9 cm)
$7,000-10,000
Note: interior drawer construction is chestnut.

Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Break, lacking drop finial

Sale: 1523, Lot 119

Queen Anne Walnut Bonnet-Top Highboy
New England, Probably Massachusetts, Predominantly Last Half 18th Century
In two parts.
Height: 82 in (208.2 cm); Width: 41-1/2 in (105.4 cm); Depth: 21-1/2 in (54.6 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
Various repairs and restorations; finials are replaced; some losses to applied 
molding

Sale: 1523, Lot 120

Queen Anne Satinwood Inlaid Walnut Dressing Table
Pennsylvania, Probably Philadelphia Area, Circa 1740-1760
Height: 28 in (71.1 cm); Width: 30 in (76.2 cm); Depth: 19-1/8 in (48.5 cm)
$700-1,000

Condition:
Repairs to top and blocking of legs; brasses replaced

Sale: 1523, Lot 121

Queen Anne Maple Flat-Top Highboy
Coastal New England, Connecticut or Massachusetts, Last Half 18th Century
In two parts.
Height: 68-1/2 in (173.9 cm); Width: 39 in (99 cm); Depth: 19-1/2 in (49.5 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:

Sale: 1523, Lot 122
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Top and bottom by association; brasses are replaced; replaced top panel to lower 
section

Queen Anne Cherry Lowboy
Massachusetts, Circa 1740-1760
Brasses appear to be original.
Height: 30 in (76.2 cm); Width: 34 in (86.3 cm); Depth: 20-1/2 in (52 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
Acorn drops to skirt are probably replaced

Sale: 1523, Lot 123

Queen Anne Sycamore Flat Top Highboy
New England, New Hampshire, Circa 1740-1760
In two parts. Brasses appear to be original.
Height: 68-1/2 in (173.9 cm); Width: 36-1/2 in (92.7 cm); Depth: 17-1/2 in (44.4 
cm)
$2,000-3,000
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
Some losses to drawer thumb molding

Sale: 1523, Lot 124

Chippendale Cherry Reverse Serpentine Chest of Drawers
Massachusetts, Circa 1760-80
Brasses appear to be original. Script notation Bottom in white along underside.
Height: 33-3/4 in (85.7 cm); Width: 38-1/2 in (97.7 cm); Depth: 21-1/2 in (54.6 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Provenance:
Anthony S. Werneke Fine Antiques, Huntington, NY

Sale: 1523, Lot 125
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Condition:
Top is re-set. Blocking of feet is probably replaced.

Chippendale Cherry Tall Chest of Drawers
Mid-Atlantic States, Pennsylvania or Maryland, Circa 1780-1800
Brasses appear to be original.
Height: 52 in (132 cm); Width: 38 in (96.5 cm); Depth: 19-1/2 in (49.5 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
Some drawers lacking a lock; minor losses to drawer thumb molding

Sale: 1523, Lot 126

Chippendale Walnut Dished Tilt-Top Tripod Birdcage Tea Table
Pennsylvania, Probably Philadelphia Area, Circa 1780
The circular carved tabletop with raised ogee rim, the underside having a screw 
mounted pull lever and two joined and screw mounted parallel bearers, pinned 
around the top panel of the tilting block with a screw mounted locking plate, raised 
by four joined turned columns in each corner, above a lower panel, lodged with a 
locking pin through an inset dowel appendage altogether supported by a continuous 
post, continuing to three joined cabriole legs terminating in pad feet.
Greatest height: 46-3/8 in (117.8 cm); Greatest diameter: 33-3/8 in (84.8 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
Minor separation at one leg joint; minor partial stress crack to underside of table top 
and one leg; various instances of minor abrasions and deterioration to feet and 
tabletop; an area of restoration to joining near one pin of top panel of tilting block, 
cleats have been reset; minor contact wear along outer edges of tilting block; rim 
with restored radiating crack

Sale: 1523, Lot 127
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Assembled Set of Four Chippendale Walnut Side Chairs
Philadelphia, Circa 1750-1770
Each with saber back legs and cabriole front legs terminating in ball claw feet, 
having exposed mortise and tenon joints along a squared seat rail, the apron 
decorated with a carved shell and three chairs having knees with carved shells, also 
having scrolling figure eight splats, one with an inverted teardrop, and fluted posts; 
all continuing to a yoke-top cresting rail with fanned ears and three with central 
carved shell, the other with a leafy cluster; all with inset seats having floral bouquet 
needlepoint wool upholstery.
Height overall of taller: 40-1/4 in (102.2 cm); Height of seat of taller: 16 in (40.6 
cm)
$5,000-10,000
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
One chair with partially separated glue repairs at back joint with seat; various 
instances of minor indentations and abrasive wear with associated surface 
deterioration and reduction in patination; various instances of scattered deteriorated 
losses to underside; some chairs with repaired splat

Sale: 1523, Lot 128

Chippendale Mahogany Reverse Serpentine Chest of Drawers
Massachusetts, Probably Boston Area, Circa 1760-1780
Brasses appear to be original.
Height: 31 in (78.7 cm); Width: 37-1/2 in (95.2 cm); Depth: 20-1/2 in (52 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
Blocking of feet appears to be replaced; some repairs at each interior lock; the back 
right side top having a repaired crack

Sale: 1523, Lot 129

Chippendale Maple Chest-on-Frame
Attributed to the Workshop of Samuel Dunlap, Probably New Hampshire, Circa 
1770-1790
In two parts: apron of base with central carved shell medallion; the chest having a 
central half-pinwheel drawer flanked by two short drawers above five graduated 
long drawers.
Height: 55-1/2 in (140.9 cm); Width: 39-1/2 (100.3 cm); Depth: 21-5/8 in (54.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:

Sale: 1523, Lot 130
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Base is probably later with repairs; brasses are replaced

Chippendale Walnut Chest of Drawers
Pennsylvania, Circa 1760-1790
Brasses and feet appear to be original.
Height: 33-1/4 in (84.4 cm); Width: 38-1/4 in (97.1 cm); Depth: 21 in (53.3 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
Top with restorations and cracking

Sale: 1523, Lot 131

Chippendale Cherry Slant-Front Desk
Massachusetts, Circa 1760-1780
The carved fan slanting-front hinged lid opening to view a central blocked shell-
carved prospect door, enclosing a valanced drawer over a niche and two short 
drawers, flanked by six valanced pigeonholes, each over a long drawer, and two 
secret valanced drawers over a niche and two short drawers.
Height: 43 in (109.2 cm); Width: 39 in (99 cm); Depth: 19-1/4 in (48.9 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Feet probably replaced with losses to blocking; brasses are replaced; restoration to 
front center of top at lock; repairs to hinge areas of slant-front

Sale: 1523, Lot 132

Chippendale Cherry Cabinet-on-Chest
Predominantly Late 18th Century
In two parts: upper section with two panel doors enclosing two shelves.
Height: 87-3/4 in (222.8 cm); Width: 50-1/2 in (128.2 cm); Depth: 21-1/4 in (53.9 
cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1523, Lot 133
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Condition:
Brasses are replaced; some repairs and losses to molding; top section back panel 
replaced

Chippendale Style Mahogany Serpentine-Front Six-Leg Camel-Back Sofa
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
Gold silk damask upholstery.
Height: 38-1/4 (97.1 cm); Length: 80 in (203.2 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Sale: 1523, Lot 134

Federal Cherry Tall Case Clock
First Quarter 19th Century
The unsigned painted sheet-iron Arabic numeral dial with date aperture and second 
subsidiary dial within spandrels painted with swans and beneath a lunette with sun 
and moon faces.
Height: 101-1/4 in (257.1 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
Some cracks to case and plinth

Sale: 1523, Lot 135

Federal Figured Maple and Mahogany Serpentine Fold-Top Card Table
Massachusetts, Circa 1810
Height: 30 in (76.2 cm); Width when closed: 35 in (88.9 cm); Depth: 17-1/2 in 
(44.4 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
Minor repairs to veneer, particularly to skirt

Sale: 1523, Lot 136
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Federal Satinwood and Crossbanded Figured Mahogany Demilune Sideboard
Probably Philadelphia, Circa 1800
Having a central frieze drawer above two convex panel doors, enclosing three linen 
shelves, flanked by two convex short drawers above two panel doors, each 
enclosing a shelf.
Height: 40-1/2 in (102.8 cm); Width: 59-3/4 in (151.7 cm); Depth: 24-3/4 in (62.8 
cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Charlotte T. Child

Condition:
Minor losses and repairs to inlay; some cracks to veneer of doors; period brasses 
probably not original

Sale: 1523, Lot 137

Federal Inlaid Maple and Cherry Fold-Top Card Table
Massachusetts, Probably Boston Area, Circa 1810
Height when closed: 28-3/8 in (72 cm); Width: 36 in (91.4 cm); Depth: 16-5/8 in 
(42.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Condition:
Some restoration to inlay

Sale: 1523, Lot 138

Federal Satinwood and Ebonized Wood Inlaid Mahogany Pembroke Table
New York, Circa 1800
The leg plinths decorated with a pyrography plume with an ebonized inlaid Maltese 
Cross on an ebonized ground, above suspended bellflower stringing along the legs; 
having a working and false frieze drawer with fanned corner spandrels and brass 
anchor-form ring pulls; the leaves with rounded corners.
Height: 28-5/8 in (72.7 cm); Width when closed: 20-3/4 in ( 52.71 cm); When open: 
39-3/8 in (100 cm); Depth: 31-7/8 in (80.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Charlotte T. Child

Condition:
Losses to veneer parquetry of feet, with other scattered veneer losses and repairs; 
repaired ~10-1/4" angled break and partial ~6" stress crack to central table top near 
long-side; various instances of scoring, indentation, and staining to tabletop and 
leaves; contact wear and deterioration along connecting edges of central tabletop 
and leaves; brasses replaced

Sale: 1523, Lot 139
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Federal Satinwood Inlaid Mahogany Sideboard
Philadelphia, Circa 1800
Height: 40-1/4 in (102.2 cm); Width: 73 in (185.4 cm); Depth: 28-1/4 in (71.7 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Charlotte T. Child

Condition:
Brasses are replaced; some losses and repairs to inlay; top with repaired crack

Sale: 1523, Lot 140

Federal Mahogany Veneered Quatrefoil Fold-Top Tripod Card Table
Attributed to Workshop of Duncan Phyfe, New York, Circa 1820
Height when closed: 29 in (73.6 cm); When open: 28-1/4 in (71.7 cm); Width: 35-
7/8 in (91.1 cm); Depth: 17-7/8 in (45.4 cm); When open: 35-5/8 in (90.4 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
Repaired break near foot of one leg and near post of another leg; underside of table 
top with various partial stress cracks, with two instances of butterfly joint repairs, 
and other filled blocking; a few scattered losses of veneers, particularly to edges of 
tabletop; an area of deterioration near edges of leg

Sale: 1523, Lot 141

Federal Mahogany Lolling Chair
Massachusetts, Circa 1810
Having squared seat rails and a sharply peaked serpentine crest rail; decorated with 
drawn channels starting near end of arms, further pronounced at protruding 
handholds, and continuing down posts and front legs; with wreath and floral 
brocade silk striped upholstery.
Height overall: 43-1/2 in (110.4 cm); Height of seat: 18-1/2 in (46.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
3-1/3" area of replaced fill to front leg; extensive abrasive wear and deterioration to 
rear legs; uniform staining, discoloration to top 4-1/2" of upholstery

Sale: 1523, Lot 142
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Federal Brass Inlaid Mahogany Pivoting Fold-Top Card Table
New York, Circa 1810-1815
Height: 29-1/2 in (74.9 cm); Width when closed: 36 in (91.4 cm); Depth: 17-1/4 in 
(43.8 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the John R. Davis Living Trust

Condition:
Some repairs and losses to veneer of top edge; front left caster repaired

Sale: 1523, Lot 143

Federal Bird's-Eye Maple Two-Drawer Work Table
Philadelphia Area, Early 19th Century
Height: 30 in (76.2 cm); Width: 23 in (58.4 cm); Depth: 16 in (40.6 cm)
$500-700
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Drawer brasses are replaced; some cracks and repairs to veneered top

Sale: 1523, Lot 144

Classical Bone Inlaid Cherry Gentleman's Bureau and Diminutive Sideboard
Coastal New England, Circa 1820-1830
Height of bureau: 43-1/4 in (109.8 cm); Width: 41-3/4 in (106 cm); Depth: 17 in 
(43.1 cm); Height of sideboard: 24 in (60.9 cm); Width: 39 in (99 cm); Depth: 12-
1/2 in (31.7 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Sideboard with repairs; turned wood handles are replaced

Sale: 1523, Lot 145

William Knabe & Co. Classical Style Carved Rosewood and Mahogany Baby 
Grand Piano
Serial No. 47659, Early 20th Century
Together with a matching bench.
Height: 39-5/8 in (100.6 cm); Width: 61 in (154.9 cm); Depth: 72 in (182.8 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 146
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Condition:
Various minor indentations, chips, and restorations to case

Tiffany & Co. Federal Style Mahogany Tall Case Clock
20th Century
Having an open scroll-work gilt brass and Arabic numeral sheet metal dial signed 
Tiffany & Co. with subsidiary minute and crescent-form date aperture and two 
engraved globes, surrounding a lunette painted with moon and sun faces between a 
landscape and rocking ship; the two-train weight-driven movement striking a chime 
on the quarter-hour.
Height overall: 74 in (187.9 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Note: photographed without finials or weights.

Condition:
Glue repairs to bonnet top with minor losses to front fretwork; a few scattered 
losses to veneer of case, particularly near base; lacking key to bonnet

Sale: 1523, Lot 147

Tiffany Studios 'Pine Needle' Gilt Bronze and Slag Glass Easel-Back Photograph 
Frame
New York, Early 20th Century
Model 916
Overall: 14 x 12-1/8 in (35.5 x 30.8 cm); Opening: 9-7/8 x 7-7/8 in (25 x 20 cm)
$700-900
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Fractures with instances of loss to inset glass, particularly along right panels; 
uneven wear and deterioration to metal; accumulated dirt, debris, and tape residue 
throughout, particularly verso and recesses

Sale: 1523, Lot 148
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Philip and Kelvin LaVerne 'Chan' Coffee Table
New York, 1960s
Raised on four tubular bronze feet with welded angular spandrels, textured with 
simulated bamboo scoring, screw mounted to a wooden panel, bordered with screw 
mounted and filed gradually molded sheet bronze; altogether supporting a 
vertically oriented engraved, etched, and patinated bronze Chinoiserie scene in 
relief, against a textured pewter ground. With raised signature Philip. Kelvin. 
LaVerne. near l.m. of tabletop.
Height: 17 in (43.1 cm); Width: 47-1/4 in (120 cm); Depth: 23-1/2 in (59.6 cm)
$3,000-5,000

Condition:
Minor lifting to edge of bronze relief near u.r.; a few scattered minor indentations, 
with a prominent instance near u.l.; minor deterioration to a few mounts along 
border

Sale: 1523, Lot 149

Stickley Mission Collection Oak and Leather Prairie Settle
Model: 89-220, Circa 1996
Having wraparound arms supported by elongated corbeled arches; the back and 
sides with book-matched paneling. Underside with manufacturing model brand and 
stencil and applied maker's medallion.
Height: 29 in (73.6 cm); Length: 84-1/2 in (214.6 cm); Depth: 37-1/2 in (95.2 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
An isolated instance of minor chipped loss to interior edge of left armrest; a few 
scattered minor indentations, particularly to edges of lower areas

Sale: 1523, Lot 150

Stickley Mission Collection Oak Keyhole Trestle Table and Six Harvey Ellis Oak 
Dining Chairs
Models: 89-599 and 89-353-S/A, Circa 1998
The table with two accompanying leaves; together with two arm and four side 
chairs inlaid with ebony, cherry, and holly. Underside of each with manufacturing 
model brand and/or stencil and applied maker's medallion; undersides of chairs 
with distribution label.
Height: 30-1/8 in (76.5 cm); Width: 42 in (106.7 cm); Depth: 76 in (193 cm); 
Height of chair: 43 in (109.2 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
A few scattered abrasions with associated contact staining, indentations throughout 
outer surfaces and edges; minor contact wear along underside of table top and 

Sale: 1523, Lot 151
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upper edges of base

Erté (Romain De Tirtoff)
(Russian/French, 1892-1990)
Triumph
Cold Painted Bronze Sculpture
Etched signature Erté on top of side of base; back top of base with stamped 
copyright date, agent, edition, and Joel Meisner & Company foundry mark ©1987 
CHALK & VERMILION AND SEVENARTS 145/375 JM. The full-length 
antique finished female figure with pronounced black satin strapless dress and 
parcel-gilt headdress altogether set on a polished slate pedestal plinth.
Height overall: 21-1/2 in (54.6 cm); Greatest width: 7-1/2 in (19 cm)
$1,500-2,000

Condition:
A few minor indentations scattered along outer edges of base, particularly near 
front, and along lower arms; minor abrasive wear with deterioration of felt to 
underside of plinth; a few scattered minor surface scratches, particularly to back; a 
few minor inherent surface imperfections, fissures particularly to openwork of 
headdress; minor handling wear with reduction in patination, particularly to 
underarms; minor accumulated dirt and residue to recessed spaces

Sale: 1523, Lot 152

Erté (Romain De Tirtoff)
(Russian/French, 1892-1990)
Emerald Vase
Cold Painted Bronze Sculpture
Etched signature Erté on top of front of base; sides of base with stamped copyright 
date, agent, edition, and Joel Meisner & Company foundry mark ©1988 / CHALK 
& VERMILION AND SEVENARTS / 213/375 JM. After an image from costume 
design of George White's Scandals in 1928; altogether set on a step-formed mottled 
green and black marble plinth.
Height overall: 23-3/4 in (60.3 cm); Greatest width: 5-1/4 in (13.3 cm)
$1,500-2,000

Condition:
Minor oxidative verdigris along upper edge of front of base; minor wear with 
deterioration of felt to underside; abrasions with pigmentation loss to back of vase; 
a few scattered minor surface scratches with loss in pigmentation, particularly to 

Sale: 1523, Lot 153
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lower back; residue accretion, suggestive of possible repair to tassels, along upper 
beading of garment drape; a few minor inherent surface imperfections to painting; 
accumulated dirt to recesses

Erté (Romain De Tirtoff)
(Russian/French, 1892-1990)
Starstruck
Cold Painted Bronze Sculpture
Etched signature Erté on top of back of base; back sides of base with stamped 
copyright date, agent, edition, and Joel Meisner & Company foundry mark ©1987 
CHALK & VERMILION AND SEVENARTS 199/375 JM. The full-length 
antique finished female figure with muted black textured strapless dress and parcel-
gilt headdress altogether set on a faux slate-terrained base.
Height overall: 22-1/8 in (56.2 cm.); Greatest width: 6-5/8 in (16.8 cm)
$1,500-2,000

Condition:
Minor oxidative verdigris along upper edge of front of base; minor contact wear 
with deterioration of felt to underside; a few scattered minor surface scratches; a 
few minor inherent surface imperfections, scaling particularly to recessed spaces

Sale: 1523, Lot 154

Pair of Stéphane Galerneau Gilt Pewter 'Morea' Candlesticks
Création Galant, France, Circa 1995
Having the form of branching coral. Top of base of verso with impressed 
Galant/Paris mark.
Height: 13-1/4 in (33.66 cm)
$1,200-1,800
Property from the Estate of Gerald William Coniff

Condition:
One with chipped losses and associated surface deterioration to protruding point 
near socket

Sale: 1523, Lot 155
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Christofle Sterling and Silverplate Assembled Flat Table Service
Marley Pattern, Introduced 1890 and 1999, Respectively
Sterling consisting of:
9 Dinner forks
10 Salad forks
8 Teaspoons
1 Large serving fork

Silverplate consisting of:
9 Dinner knives
11 Dinner forks
4 Tablespoons
4 Soup spoons
1 Teaspoon
2 Sherbet spoons
1 Serving spoon
1 Large serving fork
1 Roast carving knife
1 Rice/potato spoon
Total number of sterling pieces: 28
Total number of silverplate pieces: 35
Total weight of weighable silver: 56 oz
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
Varying instances of surface scratching, wear, and tarnish, particularly to silverplate 
pieces and handles

Sale: 1523, Lot 156

Pair of Christofle Silverplate Six-Light Convertible Candelabra
Late 19th Century
Side of base with stamped oval on satin square ground maker's mark, 7-digit serial 
numbers 1453960 & "-"1 respectively, and CHRISTOFLE. The silvered-brass 
construction with scrolling acanthus, rocaille, and draping pilaster decoration; the 
central rod threaded for screwed assembly, with fully removable: base, post, 
bobèche, spacer, and arm branch.
Height: 23-1/4 in (59 cm); Greatest diameter: 14 in (35.5 cm)
$2,000-4,000

Condition:
Minor scattered speckling, particularly to bobeches, and fleabite and lesser 
indentations, particularly to edges of base; minor deterioration to insulating mounts 
of branches with associated flexibility, give to appendages; minor handling wear 
with reduction to silvering, particularly to outer protrusions; minor accumulated 
dirt and residue to recesses; maker marks partially worn

Sale: 1523, Lot 157
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Italian 800-Silver Four-Piece Coffee and Tea Service with Tray
Fornari Roma, First Half 20th Century
Consisting of a coffeepot, teapot, covered sugar, and creamer, together with an 
elongated partially scalloped tray with strap-formed handles, the step-formed 
tapering octagonal bulbous bodies with two symmetrical rectilinear drawn ridges at 
each corner, set on Flemish scrolled legs terminating to splayed paw feet with 
vestigial felt pads; the first two with hinged, and third with removable, lids 
surmounted with blossom finial; all pieces with various scrolling acanthus 
decoration to legs, handles, spouts, and border as appropriate. Undersides of all 
pieces with impressed standard and maker; the tray with 800 within an oval and an 
MG within a quatrefoil, all others with Fornari / Roma.
Height of coffeepot: 8-1/8 in (20.6 cm)
Total gross weight: 202.1 oz
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
Abrasions and contact wear along edges of hinged lids; light wear and general 
surface scratching throughout; areas of persistent tarnish and polishing compound 
accretion, particularly to recessed spaces

Sale: 1523, Lot 158

George V Silver Scroll-Footed Salver
George Hape, Sheffield, Circa 1925
The symmetrically scalloped floriform tray, raised on four equidistant feet, the 
central well surrounded by molded raised border finishing with a thread-edged rim; 
the tray outline consisting of four double-foiled quadrants separated by a cleft 
flanked by two cresting points. Underside having impressed maker, duty, standard, 
and date mark.
Height: 1-1/2 in (3.8 cm)
Widest diameter: 16-3/4 in (42.6 cm)
Weight: 63.8 oz
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Minor abrasive wear to undersides of feet; general surface scratching throughout; 
persistent tarnish to recessed spaces

Sale: 1523, Lot 159
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Set of Twenty-Four Peruvian Sterling Stem Wine Goblets
Camusso, Mid-20th Century
In two sizes: the foot with molded egg-and-dart border applied to a tapering stem, 
terminating with an ovoid cup with flared rim. Underside of foot with impressed 
standard: Sterling 925, a flag, maker, and Made in Peru.
Height of taller: 6-1/2 in (16.5 cm)
Height of shorter: 5-3/8 in (13.6 cm)
Total weight: 70.3 oz
$800-1,200

Condition:
Monogram centered along rim; minor uneven wear and abrasion; light general 
surface scratching

Sale: 1523, Lot 160

Chinese Export 935-Silver Four-Piece Coffee and Tea Service with Tray, Encased,
Teh Ling Co., Beijing, Second Quarter 20th Century
Consisting of a coffeepot, teapot, creamer, sugar with removable lid, and floral 
tracery engraved tray with gadrooned lip and applied braid-form handles; the 
tapering bulbous body with a drawn ridge flanking each corner, having partially 
Florentine-finished applied handles and gadroon molded feet with rocaille and 
acanthus decoration in each corner. The molded decoration repeated along the 
upper lip of opening, the first two having a hinged lid, surmounted by pagoda-form 
finial. Underside of each with impressed maker, standard, and metal purity (935). 
Together with a fitted case and accompanying sales receipts from Teh Ling Co., 
Peiping dated September 1947.
Height of coffeepot: 9-1/2 in (24.1 cm)
Length of tray: 30-1/2 in (77.4 cm)
Total gross weight: 187.6 oz
$2,500-3,500

Condition:
Minor indentations to handles of sugar; varying instances of wear and surface 
scratching; minor persistent tarnish to a few recesses

Sale: 1523, Lot 161

Tiffany & Co. Sterling Flat Table Service
New York, Audubon Pattern, Designed by Edward C. Moore, Reintroduced 1956
Consisting of:
12 Dinner knives
12 One-piece butter spreaders
12 Dinner forks
12 Salad forks
12 Seafood forks

Sale: 1523, Lot 162
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1 Tablespoon
12 Soup spoons
12 Teaspoons
1 Sauce ladle
1 Cold meat fork
1 Sugar spoon
1 Pie/cake server
1 Two-piece carving set
Total number of pieces: 91
Total weight of weighable silver: 131.4 oz
$10,000-15,000
Property from the Estate of Jill Gerstenfield

Condition:
Very light scratching and wear throughout

Set of Four Gorham George III Style Weighted Sterling Candlesticks
Providence, Circa 1917
Undersides with stamped maker, standard, model number A8510, and date code. 
Having a decorative bead trimmed oval base with fanned gadrooning converging to 
a turned ogee spacer supporting a tapering post, with transitional raised cable 
decoration, altogether supporting an urn-form socket and nozzle.
Height: 11-5/8 in (29.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
A few scattered minor and fleabite indentations throughout, particularly to socket 
and nozzle; uneven wear throughout; minor abrasive wear to undersides; scattered 
instances of persistent tarnish, particularly to recesses

Sale: 1523, Lot 163

Gorham Sterling 'The Society of Book and Snake' Presentation Trophy Loving Cup
Providence, Early 20th Century
One exterior side having an applied raised open-book and ouroboros form 
medallion; the second side engraved -H-Ray-Paige-; the final side engraved -YALE
-/-CLASS of 1908-S- followed by a names roster. The underside having stamped 
maker, standard, and model code AGX marks.
Height: 7-1/8 in (18.1 cm)
Greatest diameter: 8-3/8 in (21.2 cm)
Weight: 41.2 oz
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Thomas E. Lovejoy

Condition:

Sale: 1523, Lot 164
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A few scattered minor abrasions and general surface scratching throughout; a few 
minor indentations to bottom; minor contact wear to underside; minor tarnish to 
recessed spaces

Gorham Sterling Covered Dessert Flambé Platter
Providence, 20th Century
The circular platter having acanthus-molded rim and lip decorated with raised floral 
festooning; extended with mirrored decoration along exterior wall of dome, 
suspended from quatrefoil modelled palm fronds emblazoning the top, with applied 
voluted pull finial. Underside of platter with stamped maker, standard, and model 
A9684 marks. Dome marked Sterling along the lip.
Height overall: 3-5/8 in (9.2 cm)
Diameter of platter: 14-1/2 in (36.8 cm)
Total weight: 69.6 oz
$2,000-3,000
Property from the Estate of Thomas E. Lovejoy

Condition:
General surface scratching throughout; areas of persistent tarnish, particularly to 
recesses

Sale: 1523, Lot 165

Towle Sterling Flat Table Service
Newburyport, King Richard Pattern, Introduced 1932
Consisting of:
14 Dinner knives
14 Two-piece butter spreaders
14 Dinner forks
13 Salad forks
12 Seafood forks
12 Soup spoons
21 Teaspoons
1 Ice cream spoon
1 Tablespoon
1 Cream ladle
1 Pie/cake server
Total number of pieces 104
Total weight of weighable silver: 112.9 oz
$2,000-3,000
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1523, Lot 166
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Condition:
General wear and scratching throughout; minor tarnish to recesses

Reed & Barton Art Nouveau Sterling Five-Piece Coffee and Tea Service with Tray
Taunton, Les Cinq Fleurs Pattern, Introduced 1900
Consisting of a coffeepot, teapot, creamer, sugar with removable lid, and cachepot, 
together with an counter-curved oval tray; the undulating bulbous bodies 
continuing to tapering formed feet with allover multi motif floral decoration, 
accentuated along the feet and shoulder and handles, spouts, and lid. Undersides 
with impressed maker, standard, and pattern number. The tray with 540/A and all 
others with 130/A.
Height of coffeepot: 11-1/8 in (28.3 cm)
Length of tray: 31-1/4 in (79.4 cm)
Total gross weight: 240.3 oz
$4,000-5,000

Condition:
Minor wear along connecting elements; general surface scratching throughout; 
persistent tarnish to recessed spaces

Sale: 1523, Lot 167

Dominick & Haff Floral Decorated Sterling Hot Water Kettle-on-Stand
Retailed by Cowell and Hubbard Co., New York, Circa 1904
In two parts, with a removable fuel burner insert: the hot water pot with scrolling 
acanthus mounted floral bail handle and hinged lid surmounted by an applied 
clematis-type finial, with embossed floral festooning across the lid, shoulder, and 
applied flared foot; the stand with parallel applied floral repoussé straps, with four 
equidistant catches that correspond to and support four twins applied to the pot. 
Underside of pot with stamped maker and date, standard, model, and retailer marks 
with burner and stand marked with model and standard and with the retailer on the 
stand.
Height overall: 14 in. (35.56 cm.)
Gross weight: 65.8 oz
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Minor wear along connecting elements; general surface scratching throughout; 
deterioration to webbed lining of burner; persistent tarnish to recessed spaces

Sale: 1523, Lot 168
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Stieff Repoussé Sterling Three-Piece Coffee Set and a Trumpet Vase
Rose Pattern, Baltimore, Circa 1925 and 1928
Consisting of a coffeepot, sugar with separate lid, and creamer, together with a 
trumpet vase; the undulating bulbous bodies with applied flared feet with allover 
raised multi motif floral and fernery decoration. Undersides of set with stamped 
maker, standard, model number 1100, and date marks; vase with maker, standard, 
size, model number 168, and date marks.
Height of vase: 12-3/8 in (31.4 cm)
Height of creamer: 6-1/8 in (15.5 cm)
Total weight: 80.2 oz
$1,200-1,500

Condition:
Underside of foot of set with monogram; minor fleabite indentations along outer 
edges; minor abrasive wear, particularly to undersides; scattered instances of 
persistent tarnish, particularly to recesses

Sale: 1523, Lot 169

Stieff Hand Chased Sterling Centerpiece
Probably Princess Pattern, Baltimore, Circa 1932
Having a depressed well surrounded by convex draped lip with allover repoussé 
floral and fernery decoration terminating with a rocaille finished rim. Underside 
with impressed maker, standard, style Hand Chased, model 554, and date marks.
Height: 5-3/8 in (13.6 cm)
Diameter: 15-7/8 in (40.3 cm)
Weight: 58.6 oz
$800-1,200

Condition:
A few scattered minor indentations to well; general surface scratching throughout 
interior of well; minor abrasive wear to underside; persistent tarnish to recesses

Sale: 1523, Lot 170

Stieff Hand Chased Sterling Monteith
Probably Princess Pattern, Baltimore, Circa 1933
Having an open well with floral and rocaille finished rim, the upper border of outer 
wall with allover raise-embossed floral and fernery festooning and drape 
decoration. Underside with impressed maker, standard, style Hand Chased, and 
date marks.
Height: 8 in (20.3 cm)
Diameter: 14-1/4 in (36.2 cm)
Weight: 90.7 oz
$1,200-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 171
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Condition:
Intertwining script monogram; minor fleabite indentations along outer edges; 
general surface scratching throughout, particularly to interior; scattered persistent 
tarnish, particularly to recesses

Twelve S. Kirk & Son Sterling 'General Lafayette' Commemorative Goblets
After Samuel Kirk (1793-1872), Baltimore, 1930s-1940s
The underside of each cup with stamped maker, standard, and model number 293; 
underside of foot with engraved date, four also having stamped 
Reproduction/"Lafayette Goblet" and Original By/Samuel Kirk/1824 with an 
engraved D. B.
Height: 5-3/8 in (13.6 cm)
Diameter of opening: 3-1/4 in (8.2 cm)
Total weight: 85.3 oz
$1,200-1,800

Condition:
Uneven light wear and general surface scratching; varying instances of tarnish

Sale: 1523, Lot 172

S. Kirk & Son Sterling Covered Vegetable Dish
Baltimore, Repoussé Pattern, 1868-1890
The base gradually depressing to a central open well, surrounded by a step-formed 
lip and raised foliate rim; flush to a roughly symmetrical bell-form cover, having a 
pseudo-gadrooned and bright cut lip, surmounted by a central applied floral 
decorated oval handle encircling a lower thistle finial; allover having alternated 
floral and vegetal embossed decoration distributed throughout, the exterior in high 
relief reflecting the interior recesses. Underside with maker, standard, and model 
number S. Kirk & Son Co/925|1000/4.
Length: 11 in (27.9 cm)
Weight: 39.8 oz
$600-800

Condition:
A few scattered minor, predominantly fleabite, indentations throughout, particularly 
to ground of cover; various minor abrasions and surface scratches throughout, 
particularly to interior well of bottom; minor contact wear with associated 
deterioration throughout protruding edges of underside, with other scattered 
instances of handling wear; various instances of minor persistent tarnish, 
particularly to recesses of handle and foliage of lip; minor accumulated dirt, debris, 
and residue throughout, particularly to recessed spaces

Sale: 1523, Lot 173
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Nine Assorted American Silver Flat Table Serving Articles
Various Makers, 19th-20th Century
Consisting of: a Coin Silver Punch Ladle, probably George Sharp (length: 14-1/8 in
); a Bright-Cut Coin Silver Ladle, Andrew Ellicott Warner (11), Baltimore (length: 
13-1/4 in); a Reed & Barton 'Majestic' Sterling Soup Ladle (length:12-5/8 in); a 
Tiffany & Co. 'Persian' Sterling Ice Cream Slicer (length: 11-5/8 in); a Coin Silver 
Sauce Ladle, possibly George Sharp (length: 9-5/8 in); a Sterling Pastry Server, 
James R. Armiger (length: 9-5/8 in); a Gorham for Bailey & Co. Coin Silver 'Bust' 
Croquette Server (length: 9-1/8 in); a 'Bridal Rose' Sterling Berry Spoon, probably 
Alvin (length: 9-1/8 in); and a Whiting for J.E. Caldwell & Co 'Lily' Sterling Berry 
Spoon (length: 9 in).
Total weight: 45.1 oz
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Varying instances of wear, abrasion, and general scratching with instances of 
deterioration to gilding; varying instances of dirt accumulation and tarnish

Sale: 1523, Lot 174

American Sterling Fruit Basket and a Pierced Fruit Bowl
Towle, Retailed by J.E. Caldwell & Co. and Gorham, Each First Quarter 20th 
Century
Underside of applied foot of basket with stamped maker, standard, model 95047, 
and retailer marks; underside of bowl with stamped maker, standard, model A7759, 
and date (corresponding to 1910) marks.
Greatest height of basket: 12 in (30.4 cm)
Diameter of bowl: 11-5/8 in (29.5 cm)
Total weight: 44.6 oz
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Both monogrammed; both with minor indentations, scattered particularly along 
outer edges; both with instances of uneven wear, abrasion, and general surface 
scratching; varying instances of tarnish

Sale: 1523, Lot 175
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American Repoussé Sterling Bowl, Inkstand and a Pair of Trumpet Vases
A. G. Schultz & Co., S. Kirk & Son, and Jacobi & Jenkins, Late 19th-Early 20th 
Century
Underside of bowl with stamped standard, maker (A. G. Schultz & Co.), and retailer 
(G.R. Calhoun & Co.) marks; underside of inkwell undertray with stamped maker, 
model 3173, and vestigial 11oz marks; interior side of foot with stamped maker, 
location, standard and trademark marks.
Height of vase: 8-1/8 in (20.6 cm)
Diameter of bowl: 9-1/4 in (23.5 cm)
Total weight of weighable silver: 39.3 oz
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
Bowl with monogrammed cartouche; various minor abrasions and surface scratches 
throughout, particularly to the bowl interior and top of undertray; varying instances 
of tarnish, particularly to recessed spaces

Sale: 1523, Lot 176

Three Assorted American Silver Table Articles
New York, Late 19th Century
Consisting of: a Silver Water Pitcher, Grosjean & Woodward for Tiffany & Co. 
(1416/11); a Silver Fruit Basket with Bail Handle, Eoff & Shepard for Ball, Black, 
& Co (176/950); and a Sterling Sweetmeat Basket with Applied Strap Handle, Gale 
& Willis, 1859.
Height of pitcher: 12-1/4 in (31.1 cm)
Length of smaller basket: 6-3/8 in (16.1 cm)
Total weight: 50.4 oz
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Condition:
All monogrammed; minor indentations to bottoms; various instances of minor 
abrasions and surface scratches; minor tarnish to recessed spaces, a few persistent 
instances to bottoms

Sale: 1523, Lot 177

14-Karat Hammered Yellow-Gold Cigarette Case
Signed J.E. Caldwell & Co.
Weight: 82.3 dwt.
Length: 4-1/4 in (10.8 cm)
Width: 3-1/4 in (8.3 cm)
$2,500-3,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1523, Lot 178
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Bulgari 18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Guilloche Enamel Pillbox
Signed
Gross weight: 14 dwt.
Length: 1-1/8 in (2.9 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 179

Bulgari 18-Karat Yellow-Gold 'Quadrato' Quartz Wristwatch
Numbered F 203/ SQ 29 GL
Case: 1-1/4 x 1-1/8 in (3.2 x 2.9 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 180

Baume & Mercier for Tiffany & Co. 14-Karat Yellow-Gold 17-Jewel Manual-Wind 
Wristwatch
Having a rectangular white enamel dial with black enamel Roman hour chapters; 
attached by a 14-karat gold bracelet-band. Dial, case and movement signed.
Gross weight without movement: 33.3 dwt.
Length of case: 1-3/8 in (3.5 cm)
Length of band: 7-7/8 in (20 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 181

14-Karat Yellow-Gold and White-Gold Bracelet
Weight: 19.4 dwt.
Length: 9-1/4 in (23.5 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 182
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14-Karat Yellow-Gold and Amethyst Ring
Centered with one large rectangular cut-corner amethyst measuring approximately 
21.57 x 16.09 x 10.55 mm, weighing approximately 21.35 carats and flanked by 
two round brilliant-cut melee diamonds.
Gross weight: 11.58 dwt.
Shank size: 10-1/2
$700-900

Sale: 1523, Lot 183

Victorian Silver and Topaz Cross
Mid-19th Century
Having six round faceted yellow topaz stones weighing approximately 32.40 carats; 
attached by a gold-filled necklace with an eagle head bail and a grape cluster slide.
Length of pendant: 1-7/8 in (4.8 cm)
Length of necklace: 16 in (40.6 cm)
$700-900
Provenance:
Accompanied by a Hammer Galleries, New York receipt stating:

Antique Topaz Cross

From a well known New York collection, part of which was exhibited in several 
museums through-out the country including The Museum of the City of New York 
and The Philadelphia Museum of Fine Arts.

Sale: 1523, Lot 184

Pair of Victorian Silver, Gold, Diamond and Turquoise Drop Pierced Earrings
Last Half 19th Century
Each orb-shape set with a pavé of rose-cut diamonds with a central row of round 
cabochon turquoise stones.
Total gross weight: 9.92 dwt.
Diameter: 18.6 mm
$1,200-1,500

Condition:
One rose-cut diamond missing.

Sale: 1523, Lot 185
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Edwardian 14-Karat White-Gold, Blue Sapphire, Diamond and Pearl Necklace
Circa 1910
The single-strand having graduated pearls measuring from 2.1 to 6.9 mm; attached 
by a filigree white-gold clasp centered with one oval high cabochon blue sapphire 
measuring approximately 5.66 x 3.80 x 4.53 mm, surrounded by rose-cut 
diamonds.
Length: 20-1/2 in (52.1 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 186

18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Turquoise Three-Piece Ensemble
Consisting of: a necklace, bracelet and a brooch.
Total gross weight: 49.3 dwt.
Length of necklace: 16-1/4 in (41.3 cm)
Length of bracelet: 6-3/4 in (17.2 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1523, Lot 187

18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Having an interlocking design set with forty-two tapered baguette-cut blue 
sapphires weighing approximately 3.55 carats and sixty-eight round brilliant-cut 
diamonds weighing approximately 1.65 carats.
Gross weight: 12.6 dwt.
Shank size: 6-1/2
$800-1,200
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Condition:
One sapphire damaged.

Sale: 1523, Lot 188

French 18-Karat White-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval faceted blue sapphire measuring approximately 13.59 x 10 x 
5.77 mm, weighing approximately 5.85 carats and surrounded by a row of sixteen 
round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.60 carats. Impressed with 
French standard and illegible maker's mark.
Gross weight: 5.3 dwt.
Shank size: 8-1/4
$4,000-5,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 189
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18-Karat White-Gold and Blue Sapphire Ring
The bombé-form mount set with ninety-six square-cut invisibly-set blue sapphires 
weighing approximately 12.65 carats.
Gross weight: 5.41 dwt.
Shank size: 7
$600-800
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 190

18-Karat White-Gold, Baroque Tahitian Pearl and Diamond Necklace
Having fourteen Baroque Tahitian pearls measuring from 10.8 to 12 mm, 
alternating with fifteen round brilliant-cut bezel-set diamonds weighing 
approximately .60 carats.
Gross weight: 21.46 dwt.
Length: 19-3/4 in (50.2 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 191

Platinum and Diamond Ring
Set with thirty-two round brilliant and baguette-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 3.12 carats.
Gross weight: 6.47 dwt.
Shank size: 6-1/4
$600-800
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 192

Platinum, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cabochon blue sapphire measuring approximately 15.28 x 
12.41 x 5.86 mm, weighing approximately 2.90 carats, surrounded by round 
brilliant and baguette-cut melee diamonds.
Gross weight: 7.85 dwt.
Shank size: 6-1/4
$5,000-7,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 193
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Pair of 18-Karat White-Gold, Ruby, Diamond and Jade Pierced Earrings
Each set a pavé of round brilliant-cut melee diamonds and rubies, centering a jade 
disc measuring approximately 25.4 mm.
Total gross weight: 18.2 dwt.
Length: 1-3/4 in (4.5 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 194

Tested 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, White-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Bracelet
Having the center portion set with approximately one hundred ninety-one square-
cut invisibly-set blue sapphires weighing approximately 27.50 carats, flanked by 
two rows of round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 4.90 carats.
Gross weight: 43.9 dwt.
Length: 7 in (17.8 cm)
$5,000-7,000
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 195

Tested 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Diamond and Ruby 'En Tremblant' Ring
The floral-form design having the 'en tremblant' stamen set with six round brilliant-
cut diamonds weighing approximately .35 carats, surrounded by four round faceted 
rubies.
Gross weight: 6.65 dwt.
Shank size: 7
$700-900

Sale: 1523, Lot 196

Tiffany & Co. 18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Green Enamel Bangle Bracelet
Signed.
Gross weight: 17 dwt.
Length: 7 in (17.8 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Areas of loss to enamel.

Sale: 1523, Lot 197
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Platinum and Diamond Ring
Centered with one yellow diamond weighing approximately .59 carats, flanked by 
eight round brilliant and pear brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.10 
carats.
Gross weight: 5.25 dwt.
Shank size: 6-1/4
$700-900
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Condition:
The central yellow diamond is not accompanied by a gem lab certificate stating the 
degree of fancy yellow.

Sale: 1523, Lot 198

Tested 14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Pink Tourmaline and Aquamarine Bracelet
In the manner of Arthur King, having alternating varied cabochon pink tourmalines 
and aquamarines measuring from 19 x 15 to 29 x 26 mm; attached by a gold-filled 
clasp.
Gross weight: 48.6 dwt.
Length approximately: 6-1/2 in (16.5 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 199

Tested 14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Centered with one emerald-cut blue sapphire measuring approximately 7.84 x 6.05 
x 4.34 mm, weighing approximately 2.10 carats and surrounded by ten round 
brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately .85 carats.
Gross weight: 3 dwt.
Shank size: 7
$1,200-1,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 200

Tested 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Golden South Sea Pearl and Diamond Ring
Centered with one golden South Sea pearl measuring approximately 14.68 mm, 
surrounded by a pavé of round brilliant-cut diamonds and six pear brilliant-cut 
fancy yellow diamonds.
Gross weight: 8.71 dwt.
Shank size: 7-1/4
$600-800
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 201
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Pair of 14-Karat White-Gold, Diamond, Black Onyx, Jade and Coral Drop Pierced 
Earrings
Each set with one rose-cut diamond surrounded by round brilliant-cut diamonds, 
suspending a black onyx ring, above a carved jade cylindrical bead measuring 
approximately 14 mm and terminating with a pink teardrop coral measuring 
approximately 16.1 mm.
Total gross weight: 14 dwt.
Length: 2-3/4 in (7 cm)
$1,800-2,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 202

Platinum and Laser-Drilled Diamond Ring
The four-prong mount set with one round brilliant-cut diamond weighing 
approximately 4.25 carats, flanked by a pavé of round brilliant-cut diamonds.
Shank size: 5-1/2
$3,000-5,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 203

Van Cleef & Arpels 18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Bangle Bracelet
The top portion having one hundred round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 3 carats.
Gross weight: 16.74 dwt.
Length: 6-1/2 in (16.5 cm)
$8,000-12,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 204

18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Diamond and Gem-Set Ring
Centered with three floral motifs set with rubies, emeralds and blue sapphires, 
surrounded by a pavé of approximately sixty round brilliant-cut diamonds 
weighing approximately 1.20 carats.
Gross weight: 7.73 dwt.
Shank size: 7
$1,800-2,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 205
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Tested 14-Karat White-Gold, Opal and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cabochon opal measuring approximately 21.71 x 17.48 x 
7.49 mm, surrounded by thirty-three round brilliant, marquise and baguette-cut 
diamonds weighing approximately 2.40 carats.
Gross weight: 9.34 dwt.
Shank size: 7-1/4
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 206

Alexis Sterling Silver, 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Diamond, Ruby and Enamel 'Serpent' 
Ring
The coiled serpent with the head and tail set with a pavé of round brilliant-cut 
diamonds weighing approximately .32 carats and the eyes set with two marquise-
cut rubies weighing approximately .20 carats.
Gross weight: 7.92 dwt.
Shank size (expandable): 5-8
$1,800-2,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 207

Platinum, Emerald and Diamond Ring
Centered with one round cabochon emerald measuring approximately 12.96-13.05 x 
8.51 mm, surrounded by tapered baguette-cut diamonds weighing approximately 
1.20 carats.
Gross weight: 9.6 dwt.
Shank size: 5-1/2
$2,500-3,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 208

18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Having thirty baguette-cut blue sapphires weighing approximately 3.90 carats, 
surrounded by thirty-two round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately .85 
carats.
Gross weight: 7.92 dwt.
Shank size: 5-3/4
$700-900
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 209
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Buccellati Sterling Silver and Diamond 'Daisy' Cuff Bracelet
Set with sixty-three round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.20 
carats.
Gross weight: 43.6 dwt.
Length: 6-1/4 in (15.9 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 210

Platinum, Tiger's Eye Chrysoberyl and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cabochon yellow-green tiger's eye chrysoberyl measuring 
approximately 9.62 x 7.67 x 4.04 mm, surrounded by twenty-two round brilliant 
and baguette-cut melee diamonds.
Gross weight: 6.3 dwt.
Shank size: 6-3/4
$600-800
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 211

English 9-Karat Yellow-Gold and Amethyst Bracelet
The wirework design having seven oval faceted amethysts weighing approximately 
14 carats. Attached with an extension.
Gross weight: 7.6 dwt.
Length: 7-5/8 in (19.4 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1523, Lot 212

Italian 18-Karat White-Gold, Pink Enamel and Diamond Ring
Having a pavé of round brilliant-cut diamonds set in a spiraling motif within a pink 
enamel ground.
Gross weight: 11 dwt.
Shank size: 7-1/4
$600-800
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 213
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Pair of Platinum, Diamond and Emerald Drop Pierced Earrings
Each set with six triangular-cut and two marquise-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 1 carat, suspending one oval cabochon emerald measuring 
approximately 10.03 x 8 x 6.36 mm.
Total weight of diamonds: 2 carats
Total gross weight: 4.4 dwt.
Length: 1-5/8 in (4.1 cm)
$5,000-7,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 214

Cirari 18-Karat White-Gold and Diamond Ring
Having approximately ninety-seven round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 1.25 carats. Signed.
Gross weight: 3.59 dwt.
Shank size: 7
$600-800
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 215

Aldo Cipullo 18-Karat Yellow-Gold Necklace
Signed and numbered 29857.
Weight: 83.6 dwt.
Length: 14-1/4 in (36.2 cm)
$15,000-20,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 216

Platinum, Opal and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cabochon opal measuring approximately 20.24 x 10.37 x 
3.84 mm, surrounded by round brilliant and baguette-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 1.37 carats.
Gross weight: 9.34 dwt.
Shank size: 7
$800-1,200
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 217
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Bulgari 18-Karat Yellow-Gold and White-Gold Bangle Bracelet
Signed.
Gross weight: 41.1 dwt.
Length approximately: 6-1/2 in (16.5 cm)
$4,000-5,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 218

18-Karat White-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Ring
The bombé-form mount set with one hundred twenty-eight square-cut invisibly-set 
blue sapphires weighing approximately 3.85 carats and thirty-four princess-cut 
invisibly-set diamonds weighing approximately 1.70 carats.
Gross weight: 7.18 dwt.
Shank size: 7-1/2
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 219

Rose-Gold Plated Sterling Silver, 18-Karat Rose-Gold, Diamond and Enamel 
'Serpent' Watch Bracelet
The coiled-form serpent having the scales in alternating robin's egg blue-to-white 
enamel, with the head and tip of tail set with a pavé of round brilliant-cut diamonds 
weighing approximately 1.03 carats; the head having a hinged cover opening to 
view a robin's egg blue enamel dial with raised rose-gold tone hour chapters.
Gross weight: 95.3 dwt.
$4,000-5,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 220

Platinum, Opal and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cabochon opal measuring approximately 23.32 x 15.66 x 
5.32 mm, surrounded by a row of round brilliant and baguette-cut diamonds 
weighing approximately 1.55 carats.
Gross weight: 13.4 dwt.
Shank size: 9-1/2
$800-1,200
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 221
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Platinum, Emerald and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cabochon emerald measuring approximately 14.40 x 10.86 x 
8.25 mm, surrounded by square, round brilliant and baguette-cut diamonds.
Gross weight: 11.88 dwt.
Shank size: 6-1/2
$2,500-3,500

Sale: 1523, Lot 222

18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Set with one octagonal-cut blue sapphire measuring approximately 12.83 x 9.71 x 
3.60 mm, weighing approximately 4.50 carats, flanked by twelve round brilliant-
cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.40 carats.
Gross weight: 4.4 dwt.
Shank size: 5
$3,000-5,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 223

Tremonti 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Black Opal and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval black opal measuring approximately 11 x 9.40 x 3.62 mm, 
surrounded by a pavé of round brilliant-cut melee diamonds.
Gross weight: 4.6 dwt.
Shank size: 6-3/4
$700-900
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 224

Pair of Cartier Platinum, Carved Ruby and Diamond French Clip-Back Pierced 
Earrings
Each set with one rosette carved cabochon ruby, surrounded by seven baguette-cut 
and twenty-eight round old European-cut diamonds weighing approximately .75 
carats. Each signed on post Cartier London.
Total weight of diamonds: 1.50 carats
Total gross weight: 11.3 dwt.
Length: 1-1/8 in (2.9 cm)
$12,000-15,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 225
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18-Karat White-Gold, Opal and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cabochon jelly opal measuring approximately 17.05 x 12.22 
x 5 mm, surrounded by an interwoven motif of round brilliant-cut melee diamonds.
Gross weight: 7.15 dwt.
Shank size: 6-1/4
$600-800
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 226

Platinum Solitaire Diamond Ring
Centered with one pear brilliant-cut diamond weighing approximately 3.45 carats, 
flanked by two tapered baguette-cut diamonds.
Gross weight: 3.47 dwt.
Shank size: 5-3/4
$4,000-6,000
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 227

Van Cleef & Arpels 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Diamond and Gem-Set Bangle Bracelet
Having thirty-five round faceted rubies, emeralds and blue sapphires in a floral 
motif within a pavé of approximately eighty-four round brilliant-cut diamonds 
weighing approximately 2.75 carats. Signed and numbered 52627.
Gross weight: 25.88 dwt.
Length: 6-5/8 in (16.8 cm)
$15,000-20,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 228

18-Karat White-Gold, Opal and Diamond Ring
Centered with one large marquise cabochon opal measuring approximately 28.50 x 
12.27 x 3.70 mm, surrounded by one hundred thirty-seven round brilliant-cut 
diamonds weighing approximately 1.25 carats.
Gross weight: 9 dwt.
Shank size: 7
$600-800
Property from the Collection of Jill D. Sachs

Sale: 1523, Lot 229
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David Webb 18-Karat Hammered Yellow-Gold Necklace
Signed.
Weight: 116 dwt.
Length: 23-3/4 in (60.3 cm)
$12,000-15,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 230

18-Karat White-Gold, Ruby and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cabochon ruby measuring approximately 11.11 x 9.73 x 
4.89 mm, surrounded by a pavé of approximately one hundred eighteen round 
brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 2.05 carats.
Gross weight: 5.7 dwt.
Shank size: 7
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 231

Pair of Jean Schlumberger Platinum, 18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Clip-
Back Earrings
Each of three leaf design set with approximately seventy round brilliant-cut 
diamonds weighing approximately 1.50 carats. Each signed.
Total weight of diamonds: 3 carats
Total gross weight: 12.5 dwt.
Length: 1-1/4 in (3.2 cm)
$6,000-8,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 232

Buccellati 18-Karat White-Gold and Diamond 'Tulle Ornato Eternelle' Ring
The openwork 'honeycomb' and floral design set with eighty-eight round full-cut 
diamonds weighing approximately .61 carats.
Gross weight: 4.3 dwt.
Shank size: 6 (52)
Width: 1/2 in (1.3 cm)
$4,000-6,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 233
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Mario Buccellati 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Rubellite Tourmaline and Diamond Cuff 
Bracelet
Centered with one oval faceted rubellite tourmaline measuring approximately 17.66 
x 13.88 x 7.88 mm, weighing approximately 11 carats, surrounded by twenty-two 
round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 2.20 carats. Signed.
Gross weight: 46.3 dwt.
Length approximately: 6-5/8 in (16.8 cm)
Greatest width: 1-1/4 in (3.2 cm)
$15,000-20,000

Sale: 1523, Lot 234

OUR NEXT CAPITAL COLLECTIONS AUCTION IS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2022
CONSIGNMENT DEADLINE - FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2022
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